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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUtffe NUMBER FIFTY-ONE

B£NJ.

DEC.

BROWER RESIGNS CAN GET ACTION
FROM PARK BOARD
IF WE TRY HARD
ALL TOGETHER

21,

The government now has on hand
houand naroor
Grand Haven to assume
Wmch is not ociiig
there. Mr. Brower has for many
years been serving as a member of used but should be set to work.
ine government eng.neers have
the board of paric commissionersbut
Wednesday night he handed his res- recommendedmat ox uis sum
ignation to council, exptwing the ;a'8°u
ireogmg, iS.ahU
JeaeuM he had taken in the work [“r "P*‘rlnlt “>« anpecuacture of
and thanking the council for its con- the l,oou leet of pitr, *10,000 for

the,

»•

-

J

CONDITIONS IN
EUROPE NOT NEAR

,

es.
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WHAT

Dr Sam Zwemer, always an

.

tor mnior repairs, ana *o lou foi;
contingencies and eiig.nevib expeno-.*

PAPERS SAY
.

ON

TOYS
WX

worn

his office in appropriations lor

tilling up the hole in ine p.er, $2,500

NUMBER FIFTY-ONE

JOKE

Beuj. Brower, county treasurerelect, is cuting loose from his affairs
in Holland1 preparatory to going to

sideration and co-operation.
The resignation was accepted but
a successorto Mr. Brower has not
yet been appointed.

1922

inters

«sting speaker, again gave the members of the Exchange club a wonderful address Wednesday noon. His
. subject was “The New Internationalism.”
He stated that the new^japers of

The money is on hand ready to be
used and the next immediate step is
to get this cash to Holland'sharoor
ci edit convertedinto pier repairs and
into dredging operations. To get this
done the harbor ooaio anu tne common council and the peopte of Holland will have to join hands and thus
get action through united effort.
Such in the briefest possible words
is the meat of a report made Wednesday evening to the common council by Gernt J. Diekeraa, delegate to the Rivers and.Haraors con-

the country were publishingpessi- gress that recently met at Vvaih.ngEuropean situ- ton and to which Mr. D.ekcma and
ations that were far from the Austin Harrington were the city’s
truth. Except in the war ridden sec- representatives.Mr. Dickema impressed very strongly upon the countions of Europe the East and near
East as well are teeming with pros- cil that Holland harbor will get attention from congress in proportion
perity.
Said Mr. Zwemer: “The papers to the pressure that ft brought to
only state adverse conditions, but 1 bear, which in the last analysisJ
means in proportionto the interest
have personally visited Morocco and
Java, Northern Africa, Sumatra and that is shown by the citizens oi Hoiland. Holland can get attention for
Tunis, Tripoli and several other
its har:or if it wants it enough, but
countries in that vicinity, and everyone is prosperous, but the public it will not get what it desarves if it
press fails to mention this prosperi- does not put its hand to the plough
and go after
ty.

mistic articles about

.
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“One has no concept’on of the
number of people that live on some
of those islands of the seas.
“For instance, Java, the pearl of
them all, governed by the Dutch
harbors 35,000,000 people, while
Samatra which is rich in rubber, oil,
tin, gold and silver, has 6,000,000
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the

startling fact that since the beginnlng of government work on Holland
harbor some time about 1860 the total sum of $853,866 has been expended on it by the government,

1

1

“The Dutch have taught tHe Javanese intensive farming and the
amount of produce a Java farmer
can get out of a small section of
is

wonderful.

“It is self evident that the farms
are small when it is shown that 700
farmers live on a square mile of ter“ritory and
of the
lem are prosper-

oum

OWNED

OTTAWA
UOUNTY MAN
Btf

Not a few Holland fblks who at*
tenueu th«' Pouitry show at Grand
Haven saw some of the olaest wild
geese in existence. '
Henry Stark ox Nunica had on exhibition a number of wild geese and
i uucks,
lack
a
pair of Canadian Geese that were
' matched
years before
1 tne Civil war began. They were
trapped on the east side of Chesepeaae Bay in old Virginia, by Mr.
Mara’s uncle when 15 year* old, and
the uncie died recently at the age
of HI, so t'ne age of the geese, can
be accurately calculated.It i* thot
| they were 3 or 4 years old when
caught, and this would make them
over 70 years old. They still breed
, an,d evidence of the fact will be
subsUntiated by the exhibition of a
goslin along with these birds. This
, wa* ah odd bird and so could not
I be mated and sold. Mr. Stark has
I had these geese in his own possession for thirty years, and has re. fused $200 for them.
Besides these, Mr. Stark exhibit, ed one pair of five-year-old geese,
one pair 3-year-old and one pair 2*
year-old, all wild, also some snow
j geese. These latter frequently flu
with the Canadian geese out do not
honk and are pure white. He told
' about thfese. They cut their com
| before swallowing it* with a bill as
, 8harp as a saw and could easily cutone’s finger off with it.
w
Mr. Stark knows all the habits of
1 wild fowl after thirty years of study
| among the birds of Michigan and
, Wisconsin,and has many especially
fine specimens on his place in Nunf•

1
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nearly half as much as the sum
spent on Grand River harbor, work
on which was begun long before that.
The history of Holland harbor has
been an interesting one. It was begun through private enterprise when
citizens of Holland wear.ng wooden
shoes dug a channel for tneir own
use in the early days. About I860
the government too* the work over,
and lor the three quarters of a million dollars so far spent tba.harcor;
has had piers and a lake ciutiuel
since the days of the Civil war and
all the other equipment necessary
for a very busy lake traffic.
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on exhibition.The ducks were
hatched three weeks ago and make
their home in the cellar. The ducks

are often sold to hunters for decoys
while others are sold for pets.
“These geese will tell of an approaching storm better than any
weather prophet,” says Mr. Stark.
“Three or four days before • storm
they become restlessand continually
carry their heads high. They usually face the north, apparently want, ing to be away.”
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“It is all wrong to take the declaration of Independence literally.
We may all be born equal, but we do
The engineer’s reports provide for
not remain so.
“Relativeto ‘our close connection only a 16 foot channel, while the
with the rest of the world I might Grand River channel is 18 feet, and
say that after all we are all akin. the Muskegon harbor channel is 20
No nation lives or dies for itself. If feet. Many believe that 16 feet ia
one suffers,all suffer. However dif- not enough, all the more so because
ferent nationalitieshave different 16 feet does not mean 16 feet as it
is not always kept up to capacity.
ways of governing their subjects.
“For instance the French believe Mr. Diekeraastated that he believea
in assimilation. France owns the the city should look forward to segreater part of Northern Africa,, curing if possible an 18 foot channel
and extends to its subjects there the or even a 20 foot
That greater harbor facilities are
same social rights that it does to its
needed,
he said, is shown by the
home people. They foster intermarriage in order to infuse new constant growth of shipping. Holblood into the nation, and let me land is a growing city and not only
say, that these subjects because they is the harbor 4 port for Holland but
come from Africa are not black, but for a rich section of the state of
Michigan drained by electricand
just as white as you or I.
railroads. ,The growth of
“The British government believes steam
---- - ------ „
in amalgamation.It has no consti- traffic from Holland harb#r is shown
tution: but governs each possession eloquently in figures,at least in pasaccordingto the conditions that are senger traffic The reports on file at
Washingtonon freight is less confound in that country.
vincing.
The tonnage for 1920 waq
“The Dutch govern by paternalism. and are getting away with 28.000 tons and for 1921 only 20,000
Like
father governs a tons, or a decrease of 8,000, but acson. so the subjects of the Dutch cording to Mr. Diekema all local aulook up to the government, which thorities agree that this must be an
error as freight business seems to
really makes them weaklings rather
have been much greater in 1921 than
than independents.

Other birds exhibitedwere Eng-

lish Caller ducks, Wisconsin Mallards and Brazilian ducks. A Mal, lar(l duck with her young was also

’
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people.

ground

Mr. Diekema brought out
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OLDEttT GOOSE*
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1
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UNIFORM TRAFFIC RULES

>1*

ARE RECOMMENDED

I

|

CITY OF LANSlrtC INVITES HOL.
UNO TO JOIN THE

'

|

The city of Lansing has written a
letter to the city of Holland urging
the drawing up of plans for uniform
traffic regulations throughout the
state of Michigan. With the automobile in universaluse uniformity of
traffic rules have become highly necessary so that any driver may know

|

i

channel.

,
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„

m

|
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what he can do and what he cannot
do in any city where he may be
driving.

The recommendation was referred
by the council to city attorney Me
Bride who will take such action as
he may think necessaryto get Hol-

,

a

MOVEMENT

land in line with the movement.

SCHOOL

MAYOR

(

1920.

>

“America has been trying self-deterination, allowingCuba to already
govern itsejf. while the Philippines
are also seeking self-government
“I personally think that these
government* are still unfit to govern
themselve«.and the Philippines will
not he able to do this wisely for a
hundred years to come.
You hear ef Egypt receiving selfgovernment if you take the newspapers’ story view of it but «ince I

in

at least nine times, hut let me say
that s’! the time the British government h^s had its strong arm in control and wisely so for Egypt is not
yet fit to govern itself.’’

on a harbor’s importance and consequently on the amount of the appropriation.One important recommendation he made was that accurate
statisticsbe kept each year so that
at the end of the navigation year the

The

ADDRESSES HOLLAND
CITY COUNCIL
AS e’er at any time or place

!

passenger figures however
tell a different story. In 1920 35.000
passengerswere credited to Holland
harbor and 33,000 to Grand Haven
harbor; in 1921 52,000 passenger
are credited to Holland harbor and
25.000 to Grand Haven; and while
the figures for 1922 are not yet
available, they »re sure to show a

Such funny Christmas tree?

The

Where

the toys should be!

Kewpie reaches
The Teddy is dismayed;

Mr. Diekema quoted these figures
have been in Egypt that Moham- because he said Washington depends
medan oonntrv had «e1f-rovemment to a large extent on figures to decide

know

all

Surprised, the

large increase.

city shall

kids have occupied the space

out,

The Bulldog growls and looks about,
That no more tricks be played!
-Charles Frederick Wadsworth.

exactly in figures the

FLOOD
THE SKATING POND

MAKES A SPEECH THAT MEETS
WITH ENTHUSIASTIC
APPLAUSE

The common Council of the city
of Holland was honored Wednesday
evening by a visit from the mayor
and common council of the Junior
high school. When Mayor Stephan
opened the meeting and saw the
school council in the audience part
of the Chamber he invited Mayor
Gerald Van Ark to come to the platform and sit beside him during the
meeting. The youthful mayor accepted the invitation gracefuly and
the audience indulged in an enthusiastic demonstration in his honor.
At the close of the meeting Mayor
Stephan invited Mayor Van Ark to
give a talk which his youthful honor
did with remarkable poise. He expressed his own pleasure in being
at the meeting and said he was certain all the other members felt the
same way about it He thanked Mayor Stephan for inviting him to the
platform and the council members
for a pleasantand profitable evening. The speech was followed by
enthusiastic and prolonged applause.

extent of the traffic. Armed with
these figures the city’s representatives' can go to the harbor committee
of congress and secure action.
But above all Mr. Diekema recomWhen the board of public works mended that the harbor board spring ed as the cheapest, and not only is it
While Mr. Diekema was the main He also suggested that it might be
IMased a buck to the common coun- into life again, that the council keep
the cheapest in itself, but wherever; speaker in regard to the trip to wise to try for a channel of more
cil Wednesday night;, the council in close touch with the board and
it ia found it tends to bring down the
Washington, Mr. Harrington, thq than 16 feet. When Holland har‘turned right around and passed it that the people of Holland keep in
rates on the railroads as well. That other delegate, also gave a brief talk bor was first built there were only
v back to the board. A petition had close touch with the council. The is why water transportationis so in which he’ described the more percome to the board asking that a three working together can get what enoromously important and why so sonal aspects of the trip. He reported vessels of nine foot draft, but that
day is past and with the new conskating pond on the college campus the harbor needs.
much is being done to try to develop among other things that Mr. Dieke- ditions new facilities should come.
be flooded. The board recommended
Introductoryto tlje statistical part
» ma had immediately been appointed
Mr. Harrington pointed out that
;to the council that that body do it; of his report, Mr. Diekema told of
He described briefly the great en- a member of the committee on resoHolland’s harbor is extremely valuathe council sent back a recommenda- being appointed by the mayor as
gineering projects that the govern- Ititions of the rivers and harbors
tion that the board do it.
one of the city’s delegates to the ment engineersare carrying out on congress, showing the prestige he has ble to the city and that a company
Mayor Stephan pointed out that Rivers and Harbors congress. That the Ohio and Mississippi rivers and in a body of that kind, and he de- like the Graham and Morton is alsoj
there is abundance of water just congresshas no connectionwith the what it will mean to this country. | scribed many ways in which a man of inestimable value. If it were not
Claims and accounts against the
established the city would pay a
now and that the city should not be United States Congress but is a body
Mr. Diekema and Mr. Harrington, like Mr. Diekema who knows the
large amount to get it here, so every- city for the past two weeks were
•asked to pay for the water with of men from all over the United
while in Washington, not only at-’ ropes can be of service in Washington
thing possible should be done to give $4,198.85,acording to the commitwhich the various skating ponds are States interested in the development tended the rivers and harbors con- to get action at the right
ign time and
tee report to the council Wednesday
flooded but that the board should of transportation.It meets annually gress but went to see the secretary in the right place without loss of them a safe and adequate harbor.
furnish this water free of charge.
Mayor Stephan in thanking the night.
to talk the^e matters over and then of war in behalf of the harbor and time.
Various places were suggested by the delegatesgo home and try to also CongressmanMapes. and while
Mr. Harrington insisted strongly delegates on behalf of the council
aldermen a* sites for skating ponds arouse the home folks a* that they he had not been anxious to go be- on the necessity of doing something declared that their efforts are highly
— the campus baseball diamond, the can exert pressureon ! o memberq cause of other business engagements, for the Black Lake channel from the appreciated and that they will reAid. Brieve, chairman of the comJunior high school site, the 19th St., in congressto b’*"-'*
‘"'nspor- Mr. Diekema^ declared he believed j park to the boat dock. This is not dound to the city’s advantage.Not
mittee on poor, reported to the
Park and others.
! tation developme-t U* l*,'i down
the interest that has been aroused in , included in the appropriationbut only will the increase in Holland council Wednesday night that tl
| the principle that * country !s nrqs- Holland harbor will more than repay, work is needed badly. The turn at harbor facilities help the present
sum of $104 had been expen<
transportation lines, he said, but he
, perous in propor‘:op*n it- -•>"-por- the effort. Mr. Diekema is a mem- j the dock is so inadequate that often
temporary aid the
NEWS READERS
; tation facilities
r','i -"'-ted out her on the harbor board and he ( mud is washed up where the bottom declared he had information to the
as an illustrationthe* r" '-« is so lit- pledged himself to renewed effortsof . of the vessel strikes the bottom. He effect that Holland may look for a
The continued story Periwinkle tle developed because it has only six that the board so immediate action | read a letter of Pres. Morton setting boat line to Milwaukee in the not
on page 13 of
Water
for the navigati
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West Central avenue by a number LOCALS OPEN
of her' young lady friends on her
Henry Blast of Drenthe fell from birthday anniversary. The evening
SEASON; EASILY OUTthe nay loft in his barn Saturday, was most pleasantly spent in games
CLASS OPPONENTS
and dislocatedis shoulder.
and music and a social time. The
Miss Mary Vereeke, daughter of .efreshmentawere daintily served by
-Mrs. Gertrude Vereeke, residing on Mrs. Benjamin. Those present were
Haying a brand of ball that promState street, was united in marriag Mrs. D. De Free, Misses Alice De .sea weii ior me coming Bcaaon Coacn
to Hussel Northouse of Plainfield, 1 Free, Cornelia and Margaret Moea, luurt.n s last high scftooi aggregation
attheir future home in Plainneldon Irene Amsink, Alice Meyer, Beulah nau ntue u.ilituay in winning their
Thursday afternoon,December 7th, Raak, Berdine Lokers and Gertrude i.iat game ol the season at the Musby Rev. J. R. Van Dyke. The wed- and Betty Vander Wege. Miss Ben- &ogou neignts* gym Friday night by
ding was of a private nature only jamin received many beautiful gifts. u ctore ul 24-12.
immediate relatives and friends witMuskegon started with a rush and
nessing the ceremony. Mrs. Nort*
in the tint few seconds of play caged

B. Perkins,

RaveTn"a'BeIrIin A. L. Me Dougal vs. Norman W. H. Clark vs. James H. Tuttle!
Power Co. vs. Regnal LiUibridge; wegg; Joseph E. Eaton et al. vs. La- W. L Lillie,L. C. Lillie. Huge E.
Marinus Van Houten
vs. John C. known heirs of W. W. GUman.
Lillie vs. Arthur Toogood; W. C.
W estover; People of the State of
Cases in which no progress has Garbee, Inc., vs. Hamilton Motors
Michigan for use of Henry Albers va. been made for more than one year
Co.; W. H. Kline vs. Joseph Ambler.

A. R. Morrison; people of the state
of Michigan for use of N. Robbins
vs. A. R. Morrison; people of the
state c4 Michigan or use of Hartel
Bros. vs. A. R. Morrison; people of
the state of Michigan for Peter Van
Zalen vs. A. R. Morriaon; Nellie
West vs. Zeeland Brick Co.; Frank
Santro vs. W. Fredericks; people of
he state of Michigan for Augustus
house is a respectable young lady of
their first field goal. It was not long, M. Cosgrove vs. A. R. Merrison; the
HOPE
this city having made this city her
however, before Holland swung into Eagle-Ottawa Leather Co. vs. Jaa.
home all her life. For several years
AS
their stride, Van Zanten “hooking a Boetema. In the matter of the estate
ahe has held a responsible position!
pretty cue,” from mid-floor. Bur- of Electa Sweet.
OF M. I. A. A. graaf
with the Zelaad Ornamental Co.
secured another basket for
Civil caaes, norl’ury:— Leon
At the annual congregational
muskegon. Lordahl tied the count by Champin va. G. R. G. H. & M. R’y;
meeting of the First Reformed!
a clever shot from the side of the Holland City State Bank va. Andachurch held Monday evening the fol-j
'oor. From this point on the game wagam Furniture Co., et aL; EagleAkaa,. Dec. 18— What school, if
lowing were elected for the ensuing
any, will succeed Adrian college in .vas decidedlyHolland’s. Baskets Ottawa Leather Co. vs. George Chadteems: Elders, Johannes Pyle, John
followedin rapid succession hy Van den; Ravenna-Conldin-BerlinPower
Wichera and Wm. K&mperman; as;
u°o“r.'0o“(ThV qoMtta.
Brink tnd'm.h. TU •jljrtmki Co. vs. Albert Starks; Berlin State
deacons, James Westenbroeg and R.
which is being thought over in t! i ute quarter was called with the Bank vs. Elisabeth Imler; Anton
De Haan. The retiring elders are R; ’ association since the intimation carl JC°re 8t‘4 in favor of Holland.
i Kastner vs. Orrie Van Tel; Richard
Mfg. Co. vs. Jahn A. Ver Hage; J. B.
from Adrian 10 day. .go that
d<*on» Hiram Staal e(Jlfcge
withdrai from the 7-col- cu.re^ th« »n>7 two P®to‘» of ** l»r; Gross vs. Joe Florisn; Alice Roberts
and Wm. Kamperman. The treas- lege circle pf Michigan.
iod for Muskegon. • Sutten waa sent
Jf* H£»m Wagner, et al; Crawford
urer's report shows a total collection
to replace Bramble at left guard. Tool Mfg. Co. vs. Mrs. Wm. Smith.
for the year of $16,934.22of which
KaJjunMot^Nwmai^we^all^regaided
Klle». V*" Z‘nt®" *rdIHVandl‘nArinl[ • ^ Chancery Causes, contested— H
sum of $5376.74 was contributed to
Bosnia vs. James Dyke; Joseph Me^
•misions. The ladies aid society conchal vs. Maggie Hoen; Thp Highland
* sociation, in which case they would
....
I Park Tennis Club vs. the Highland
Louis Thurston, who for many undoubtedly be favored with bett'C
bett-r . rh,e Znd half was a repetition of Park Ass’n; Peoples Savings Bank vs.
years conducted a barber shop here, schedules in all
the *1”“'
HoIland twm P®ne* Hamilton Motors Co.
was one of the unfortunateones
It is generally understood that trated the Mus**6°n defense for ten
Chancery Causes, default:—Alice
lose in the fire at Spring Lake last some of the schools of the assocL* P0,nt8 in this Period' while their Langiois, et al. vs. Wm. Oelson, et
week Tuesday. His barber shop was tion will oppose the admittance cl opponents secured four points thru
a total
! either
either nf
the normal schools,
wh: 'i fie!d
of SeTormal
Mhool^'whi’h
de!d Koa>8- T,he other
°‘her two points
Born to Mr. and Mrs. C. DeJonge would seem to leave Hope as the lo^ beim£ mac^^ onJjee ^rows.
-a son, Cornelius Jr.
The splendid work of “Swede”
ical successor if Adrien should deThos. Van Eenenaam has com- cide to leave the M. I: A. A. Hop Lordahl at guard and the ease with
ipletod his garage on North State St. has always managed to turn out ver which Kleis dropped the ball thru the
and is now occupyingthree rooms on creditable basketball and base ball ring was most noticeable. There was
uie second floor. Roy Somers has teams and during the past few years none of the socalled,- individual starrented the garage and will conduct has been coming to the front in hot ing among the Holland team. TTiey
a machine shop therein.
fzotball and track and would proba nlayed straight basketballand had
Mrs. Jacobus Kloosterman was bly be able to hold her own in all fine team work. Toward the end of
thi game oCach Martin made a compleasantly rorprised Monday! sports in the association.
plete substitution of players.
evening at the home of her son-inThe association was until three
law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. John
yeers ago a six college circle. Oil
occa8ion her 60th- vet closed for a year and to roun
oirthday. Mrs. Kloosterman received
NOT
out the six Michigan State Normal
several beautiful gifts.
Miss Edith Benjamin was very was taken into the fold. When OH
IN
pleasantly surprised at her home on vet reopened a year later the mem
bersh.p outurally was seven as Olivet
did not sever her connection.

—

ELECTRIC RAILROAD
FREIGHT

MAY SUCCEED
SEVENTH
MEMBER

ADRIAN

|

THE SERVICE

tha*
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ALL CLASSES OF FREIGHT

to

HANDLED TO AND FROM

JACKSON
ANN ARBOR
BATTLE CREEK
DETROIT
TOLEDO

“

41}°

sports.

MUCH

QUICKER VIA ELECTRIC

J
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SUPERIOR AND THE DELIVERY

IS

CLEVELAND
LANSING

OWOSSO
ORAND RAPIDS

KALAMAZOO

Michigan Railway Lines
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This might bring forth a questio
as to the desirability of continuin
the association with more than sb
colleges.Until a decision is reache
at Adrian college as to whether she
With these Federal GoodiS: will continue as a member of the as
sociation or not, there is little likeli
Honey Boy
Honey Bunnie
hood of the association taking any
Federal Trout
Boy Scout Hatchet action, but if Adrian should decid
to withdraw, the matter will come uj
for a decision as to whether to leave
the association with six colleges or

Trim

YOUR TREE

For

6

25c

Let the Kiddies eat 'm

rUhtdf the Christmas Tree

FEDERAL BAKERT,
AIEbM

9th St,

f

CUT
EVERGREENS
GRAND HAVEN

Holland’s forests, if there are
any, • are denuded of fir trees.
Thirty-five years ago Holland folks
went out with axe and saw and .‘f
sled and cut down a Christmas tree
almost anywhere, and even the man
who owned the woods looked on
icnilingly.

i

I
I

Today if there were Christme^
trees in the city of Holland they
would be, carefully guarded, no
to still further enlarge it by the addi-» doubt, as these mean real money.
In Grand Havin there are still
'o’1 cf on'1 cr more schools, and the
great
number of evergreens and
schools to ba admitted, if such
ihculd be the decision.This matter pines along the hillsidesand & warnwill probably come up in June be- ing has been issued that these trees
fore the directors of the M. I. A. A., must not be touched,or prosecution
will follow.
if Adrian meantime decides to leave
Quite a differentsondition than exhe M. I. A. A.
isted only a few years ago.
All over the United States the
•M
cutting of fir trees has been tabooed.
The crying need foe a curtailment
of this custom is seen iu the rapid
deforestatioaof the United States
while no concertedefforts are being
taken to replace the trees taken
aw;.y. It was all very well in the
day of the pioneer when the
country was thickly forested for him
to cut a tree of odored balsam t*
decorate and have in his home during the holiday season but now, a*
the trees are not to be had for theasking, serious consideration has followed the proposal that evergreen
and pine tree cutting be regulated
in some manner.
The skill of the manufacturer has
also come to the fore as a reliever of
the situation and Christmasy,green
and well built artificialtrees are
now displacing the usual fir tree in
many homes. The artificial tree has

I

i

Success
Through

A Systematic Plan for Accumulating
Money hy Regular Deposits.

I

j

Quality

When

i
\

i

Cream

!

of maximum quality because we
use the BEST MATERIALS in its

I

manufacture.

For the Holidays we are

Deposits are

position

1

These are two advantages though
the only argument that can be advanced against the artifioial tree is
the fact that they are not he real
article, fillingthe home with their
fragrant aroma and looking natural,
as only the real article can.
Use of the fir tree as a symbol of
Christmas tide is attributed to many
peoples and is explained in many

Cand> and

Ice

Cream — All In Oje

I
Place Your Orders Early.

Artie Ice Cream Co.
28 West 9th

Street

lip

vLUD

made Weekly

or in

advance.

C

Deposit 1c 1st week, 2c 2nd week. Increase

^

1

D****'1 2c lst week» ^ 2nd week- Increase
2c each week-in 50 weeks you have.

PI I|P

Deposit 5c

7C

25.50

week, 10c 2nd week. Increase

1st

5c each week-in 50 weeks you have

Deposit 10c

0

IZ.lD

1c each week-in 50 weeks you have .«v.... q)

v vLUD
10 f| UR
Iv vLUD

1st

.

63.7*

.....

week, 20c 2nd week. In-

1

07

C

A

crease 10c each week -in 50 weeks you have

DECREASING CLUB PLAN
You begin with the

LARGEST payment

and

DECREASE each

week.

EVEN AMOUNT CLUB PLAN

CIRCUIT COURT

The January term of the Ottawa
circuit will open on the

25° CLUB

Deposit 25c each week-in 50 weeks you have

50 CLUB

Deposit 50c each week-in 50 weeks you

J 12.50

have 25.00

$1 CLUB

Deposit $1 each week-in 50 weeks you

have 50.00

$2 CLUB

Deposit 82 each week-in 50 weeks you

have 100.00

$5 CLUB

Deposit 85 each week-in 50 werics you

have 250.00

$10 CLUB

Deposit $10 each week-in 50 weeks you

have 500.00

$20 CLUB

Deposit 820 each week-in 50 weeks you

have 1,000.00

$50 CLUB

Deposit 850 each week-in 50 weeks you have

second Monday of the month or on

I

!

f |

2C

Monday. January 8

Artie Frost mBites
Oh Yummy Yum!

C

1

ways. One of these evidently originated in Germany where it Is stated

•ounty

be

INCREASING CLUB PLAN

CALENDAR FOR THE
JANUARY TERM

to

to

The following Table explains the Club Plan:

folded up and put away for succeeding seasons. The artificial tree is also fire proof, being made to by a
preparation which is put on the tree.

OTTAWA

supply your
wants in Ice Cream, in
bulk or bricks, for your
entertainments.
in

it

You can start with 1c, 2c, 5c, 10c, and increase your deposit the
«ame amount each week, or you can start with 25c, 50c, $1, $2, $5,
SIO, $20, or more and put in the same amount each week.

that in the olden time in the forests
of Thuringia, a group of worshippers
of the Norse gods were assembled to
do sacrificeto Thor. This was done
at the foot of a great oak whose
roots were suposed to Rain subsistance from the human sacrificewhich

is

week. This makes

easy for
you because you know how much you need for your Club; it prevents your spending it which you might do if you had no definite
plan for keeping it.

!

The general public recognizes that

you join our Christmas Club you have a definite plan

ior depositing a specified sum each

several advantages as the first
cost is the last and the tree may be

Ice

CLUB

j

|

i

I

(KlUS

. Although the
eases which are to be placed on the

crimhiar calendar have not as yet
been submitted to the* county clerk,
there is every indicationthat the
number of criminal matters to be
disposed of will be lai;ge. A numtter of liquor cases are slated for
trial and it is possible that Peter
Koopman's case may come up at the
January term.
In listing the cases docketed for
hearing at the next term, all divorce
•ases have been omitted. It Is a
•ourt rule that divorce uroceedings
are not publisheduntil after the decre*« have been grasted.
Civil Jurv Cases — Virgil Geilger
Evert Diek; Runright Engineering Co. vs. W. H. Keller: Cit^ens
Telephone Co.
Labuls; Engbert Seinan vs. A. Lou«ma: John
Hartel Rrn«.; O. Hale va.
C. J. Cooper; Wells E. Stone vs. T.

vs

Corev

/

$100 CLUB

Deposit 8100 each week-in SOwaeks you

We pay 4%
We

invite

2,500.00

have 5,000.00

interest on all Saving Accounts.

you

to

come

in

and join now.

HOLLAND GUT STATE BANK

f
w

HOLLAND City AiEWS
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$400.00
AT

IN
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PAGEANT
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UtumD

m
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Tri-Weekly Through Service

The Calvin Chorus of 100 voice*
Not neariy all Holland people who whica h to give nandei’e ‘'Messiah"
desired to see the great pageant "The in M. E. church Monday night has
Light of the World” were able to won an enviable reputation under the
vain entrance to the auditorium. It leaderah.p of Keeae Veatch. There
is estimatedthat more than a thous- win oe an orchestral accompaniment
and were turned away and some had by 26 players, pipe organ and piano,
to go back home on the last night and :'our prominent soioistawi.l add
without seeing -it as there was no much to its presentation.How the
more room lelt in Carnegie hall.
chorus is regarued in Grand RapLa
Althogether 5,650 persons wit- c^n be gatnered from the following
nessed the pageant during the three mat Mary E. Remington said about
nights, and because of the fact that it in the Grand Rapius Press after a
so many were turned away, it had at concert there:
first been plannAd to give it for a
“Handel's majestic oratorio was
iuuit.i iu-w night .ii order to well presented by Calvin College

Holland Auto Type
Engines

Automatic

very

accommodate the

Lubrication

Positive

UHOttuu MiUih

i
'

=

JAGCSONVILLE

FLORIDA

Via CinMaMii and the
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N. R. R. ia

THE SOUTHLAND
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Choral club, Reese Veatch conductoverflow.But many of the chorus as ing, in the First Methodist Episcowell as those in the cast could not 'ai church Tuesday evening.
“The chprus of some 160 young
take part at that time and the idea
singers achieved much better effects
was abandoned.
The money taken in during the in singing and in style than last seathree nights was as follows: First son. The attacks were clear, the shadnight, Nellie Churchford, $133.33; ing good, the rhythm clearly defined
second night, $170.62 for the Near and the sing ng both spiritedand reEast Relief; third night, Hope Col- verential. The first chorus, ‘And the
Glory of the Lord,' was one of the
lege $98.38.
At the close of the pageant Geo. best examples given of chorus singSchuiling thanked Hope College for ing. There was a spirit of reverent
the use of the Gymnasium during the exaltation in the chorus, 'Glory to
three nights in which they also gave God in the Highest, and on Earth
Peace, Good Will toward Men.’
heat and light
"Mrs. Staples’ voice has beautiful
He thanked the local paper* for
their liberalsupport. He gave praise musical quality and she sings with
to Director John Vandersluis, the en- much feeling and expression. The
tire chorus and cast for their untir- aria, 'Come Unto Him,' was especialing and successful efforts;he thank-,ly well done. She has excellent
ed the chairmen of all the different enunciationand a commendabledecommittees and the members of the gree of style. Mr. Smits sang the
committees for their part in making difficult tenor arias most creditably.
The opening recitative and aria,
the pageant a success, and last but
not least he presented Miss Warns- 'Comfort Ye, My People,’ and 'Every Valley Shall Be Exalted,’ were
huis with a beautiful basket of
chrysanthemumscomplimenfng her rendered in the reverential spirit of
bn her able direction of “The Light oratorio singing. He acquitted himself well in the difficult closing solo,
of the World.”
Thou Shalt Break Them.’
“The ‘Hallelujah Chorus,’ as sung
by the chorus soloists with full orRichard De Loof and Jud Staple- chestral acompaniment, was a stirkamp, students in the Dental and ring climax. Lren Staples organist,
Law schools, respectively, at the U. accompanied sympathetically several
of M., arived in Holland on Friday of the solo numbers.”
night to spend the Christmas vaca*7
Fennville high school has just dosed one of the mo.tt successful footlarge

Pennsylvania

^
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Christmas Footwear

,

You can’t if >ou try, think of
more acceptable Christmas
Gifts than our chpice Foot-

1

1

hall seasons that the local high school

v)

wear.

has ever experienced. This season
renninllescored 141 to the oppon-'
ents 241 mrnts. Fennville won five
games and lost six. The only previous record that wat any better
than this was made by the high
«chool team of 1920.
i

.

i

,

iTT

ifflESS

=5^

Sprietsma & Son

S.

Edner H. Slaeh. a first year student at the Chirnce Art Institute,
returnedhome Friday night to spend

Better

Shoes

.

Pleasing Pricct

nA Ir° 'da«vs with his Parents,Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Slagh.

//

LAST CALL

A

Pyramid of Strength
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-
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Christmas Shoppers
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AND TO OUR

ly

Notwithstanding the fact that cur trade mark
looks like a Pyramid it is not intended for that

-

purpose.

RED TAG SALE

However

Hudson are

the Essex and the

that are the last

cars

word in material, strength, con-

of this sale for their X-mas shopping, and

venience, durability, service, and unlike the homely pyramids, beauty can also be added.
There is not a more beautiful car in the city
of Holland for the money than the Hudson Coachand for service the Essex has anything beat when

have profited by

it

Which closes December 23.

Scores of people have taken advantage

Still a

it.*

few days left to buy

comes
Hudson

useful

-4

a 4

upkeep.

Sedan ..........

Coach

Christmas Gifts for the home at RED

TAG SALE PRICES.

to

/

$2095.f’0

Essex Coach ............ $1145.00

........... 1520 00

Cabriolet... ........ 1145 00

4-pass speedster.. 1425.00

Touring ...........1045.00

jn
7 pass. Touring.. .. 1475

00

Freight and

War Tax Extra

Follow the crowds to

We

A
Jas. A.

7-pass. Touring ....... ..........

1

Hudson

7 pass.

Reo 7-pass. Touring ..................

Nash Sport New Paint Job

1

red;

Hadson

1

i Biiick

1

T.^nnK

Used Cars

I

1

...

have some great

bargains in

Brouwer Co.

Furniture, Carpets, Rug., Etc.

also

*

.

Touring, New

Paint:

............................

...

faOO’oO

..T.V .. TOO^OC

.....

;

.............................

50000

Vit""
................................................
'375-00
Maxwell
Touring
......................................................
qvuin
Overland Touring ............
............... ......
...........

...

.

Studebaker Touring ......................... ....... ............
!
1 Apperson Roadster .................. ...... ...... ........................

1

TAG

.

SI

SALE

v

.

.

l^OO

.

Holland Hudson and Essex Co.
Silo

P

275 no

md

Service

Citz.

Phone

2159. 25 W.

9th

Street

?

7O0J3D

.............. ................ ...........

....

'

Hollmd, Nich.

'

|~

H oil

4;a d’

'dPty'

’

•

•

i*1

tr^)

-

^rt».f‘

',..iwi>»»
>'•.*', '“'f.

LOCALS

,

,

Mil

Hudsonvilleis on the boom. ‘It is
to have two new factories. John
Haan formerly of Montague and for
20 years a foreman at the C. L King
Basket actory at Holland with Wm.
Vandcr Mie will build a Urge box,
crate and basket factory at that city,
$30,000 will be required to finance
the plant and three acres of ground
have been secured. What is called
a dehydrating plant which is being
promoted is meeting with nearly
equal success. The promoters propose by their process to dehydrate
all vegetable food to one-tenth its
present bulk and not in the least
diminish its good taste or food value. The vast fields of celery, celery
cabbage, lettuce and other vegetables that grow on the rich muck
farms in that vicinity are expected
to furnish enough material on which
to run the factory throughout the

year
The

67

1

8

Is;

— 18 Kt. solid white gold

engraved case; fine 17 Jewel

158—14 Kt

Bulova Movement $55.00

solid white gold

engraved case; fine 15 Jewel
i

6720

Bulova Movement $30.00

— 18 Kt. solid white gold

engraved case; fine 17 Jewel
Bulova

Movement $55.00
976-S — 1 8 Kt solid white poj J
engraved case; fine 17 Jewel

Bulova Movement $45.00
civil case of

Weny &

Hills vs.

Ward Granger at Allegan,occupied
Monday and Tuesday before Judge
O. S. Cross ard a jury in circuit
court. Weny & Hills sought to recover a debt they claimed Granger)
owed them but after the jury had
all the ev dence they awarded Mr.
Granger the amount he claimed was
due him. $614.43. The case was!
tried once before and the jury found
no cause for action. The case went
to the supreme court at that time
and a new trial was ordered.
The Zeeland Poultry association
has for its aim more and better utility and standard bred poultry and
has adopted as its slogan: “The Petaluma of the Midwest/’ Geo. Caball is president of the asosciation.
The prires at the poultry show to
1

67

1

4 — 18 Kt. solid white gold

engrsved case; fine 17 Jewel

Bulova Movement $50.00

6714-S— 18 Kt

solid white

goldengravedcase;fine 17 Jewel

j

Bulova Movement $60.00

t

i

be held Dec 28-Jan. 1 inclusive,will
include tK? largest list of silver cups
ever offered. The donors include the
Jamestown Township Business

954—14 Kt.

;

solid white gold

engraved case; fine 15 Jewel

6716«8— 18 Kl

Bulova Movement $35.00

gold engraved cssc; fine

BULOVA
WATCHES
SlRVICEABie AS THIV ARC

j

solid whit*
1

7

Jew cl

BuloVa Movement $65.00

PSAUTIFUL*

Men’s Association.The judges will
be D. E. Hale of Chicago for the
standard class and E. C. Foreman
of East Lansing for the utilityclass.
Henry Van Hoeven and Thos. Van
de Pels have been selected as superintendent and assistant.The show
will be staged in Bareman k Wagenaar
Eckersall the greatest football
critic in the United State* in his All
Ameriean eleven in the Chicago Tri-I
bune places FranklinCapnon on the
third tram e* being the third best
full back in America.
The U. of M. Football team has
condemned the action of the student
rioters ?U mobbing a theater 0n the
night of the victorious Minne*ota
game. Thu* the plana of the general
student body to take psrt in athletics are once more blasted.
•

•

hall

{The Ideal Qift!
would be more

»

VI/

150 — Green gold filled case,

.

than one of these beautiful Bulova Watches — as

serviceable as they are beautiful — a constant

warrantedfor25 years; 15 Jewel

Bulova Movement $25.00

!

acceptable as a Christmas gift
6716r-

18 Kt. solid

white gold

engraved case; fine 17 Jewel

reminder

Pvlpva Movement $55.00

of your thoughtfulness?

Bulov& movements are truly standardized — guaranteed to be accurate and dependable,' We will
gladly

show you the watches illustrated on
Buiova U'flicheirange

from $23 to $1300

in price

this page.
'

8754 —

“YuletideMemories,” is the name
of a cantata to be given at the 14th
Street Christian Reformed church
at 7:46 Thursday evening. The ora*'
torio w.li be given by fifty voices
and will be directed by Mr. J. Van
der Ark, principal of the Christian
Primary school Miss Dora Wentzel
will be the pianist, while Harris
Meyer will nreside at the organ.
Hunters in the vicinity of Macatawa Bay say the lorests are full of
house cats that have gone wild aft-

6827— Solid platinum set
with finest diamonds and
• apphires; fine 17 Jewel
Bulova Movement $375 .00

18

Kt. white gold case

with solid platinum tep, studded with finest diamonds and

sapphirea; fine 17 Jewel
Bulova Movement $
;•
Solid

THIS TINY RING

W

25^X)

M M** Diamond*.
$275.00

WATCH-aperfia
omt pUe*. 17

1

PUtmummuith

i

ter

being abandoned

by

Chicago

News.

rabbits. — Detroit

I'

|
%
m ,Jewelers
n.
I \

dress a brace of these and send them
to the resortera under the name of

Maeatswa

&

Geo. H. Huizenga

'

summer resorters. It might be a
thoughtful and considerate act to

|

..J

Fire destroyed the farm home of
L. E. Beecher a, h>ile northeast of
Fennville at 10:30 Monday morning.
The blaze quickly spread throughout
the building. Citizens from Fennville and neighboringfarmers were
unable to save the house. Mr. and
Mra. Beecher, both ^mst 80, were
rescued. The $4000 loss was covered by
. *
Great 'preparations are being
made for an elaborate annual ball to
be given by Unity Lodg' of Muons
of this city. The event will take
place at the Woman’s Literaryclub
on December 30, and it is stated
that decorationsand the music surpasses anything yet attempted in
Holland. Beautifuldance programs
are being prepared for the occasion.
,
Hope College will close its doors

..

.

r;‘i

r. 'IVb

j

Grueti YVlntches

1

j

682— Bulova Phantom, thinnest and finest 18 Jewel Move-

mem.

insufanoe.

Solid white gold en-

graved ease. .

.

.

•

A*

'j ft

•

•

,ry

7.
... ;• u

-

Bulova Watches
>;•

The Rationally Advertised Watches.

1

$150.00

L

Look[for

A’iv.

i r-V

December ifith Ineuo

*

of

684— Bulova Phantom -thinnest
and finest 18 Jewel Movement.
Solid green fold engraved
case
$150.00

'

......

The fdotarday Evening Poat..
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Knickerbocker Literary ao- j Jim Bos who ii putting in a new
pleasantly surprised Wednseday eve- ciety of Hope College elected tW front in his itore on 8th street got
ning at tfteir home on East 17th St., I followingofficers lor tl^e wintmth^ whole police force busy <on what
the occuion being Mr. Douma’s 68th tenn: President, An
he supposed was a theft. The draybirthdayanniversary. There were 4 president, Henry Decker; Secretary^
becretary^man bad left a box ol 'brassware,
children, 9 ,grandchildren
and one Jack Ver Meulen; Treasurer,Olive^f supposedly for his store. The
PDl
for the holiday recess Friday
1!,J
.greatgrandchild
A, CorneliusRoos; had been delayed, and the carpenUU LU">VV LA I 11
UA^lJLIlir
December 22. The college calendar
great grandchild present. A good Veneklasen; K of A,
nmo
q
k«.
fnnri«for
JnlHpr-ima • .Tnftt+Ar a.—
___ :a^
iwwfelllk
Chorister, Wm. Joldersma; Janitor, tera were waiting for them and nat-,
for the year has been slightlychang- ume was enjoyed by all and refresh
luents
were
served.
Adrlai*oAw^m€r:
, t 'uraly Bos was much pleased to have'
ed to this effect, by which the instiCharles A. Raak and Miss Fannie
A $300 fire destrpyed part of the' Uiem arrive. In the morning when
at all of our Stations*
tution was to begin its recess on
Wednesday.Because of unforseen Dogger were united in marriage at meat market of J. Den Herder, 644 Jim got down to his place of busiconflictionsand disadvantages, Dr. tiign noon last Friday at the parson- Grandville avenue, Grand Rap:ds oneness he found the box missing, and a
Diment announcedthat the college age of the Third Keformed church Saturday Spark* from a chimney call for thp police was natural
uy Rev. James M. Martin.
caused the fire. Mr. Den Herder is- enough. The police traced the box'
will continue until Friday noon, DeLast Thursday evening at the an- well known m Holland and has tc the country club, and wl en the
Indepcadoal DUtributoraof Oila
cember 22 and will reopen on Monnual meeting of the membershipof many friends here.
drayman was quizzed about the mat-,
day Jan. 8.
The members of the Star of Beth- ter, he said that he left the wrong
A pioneer of Ottawa county, Hope church, the following were lehem,
0. E. S. No. 40, presented box at the Bos store and seeing his
BethutJ Rice of Lament died on last elected: Elders, E. E. Fell, A. Leen( houts, J. B. Nykerk, and C. J. Dregtheir Worthy Matron, Mrs. Abbie mistake he reloaded it and took it
Thursday, at 81 years.
man; Deacons, Henry Winter, J. J. Ming with
beautifulChristmas to the country club, where It was InSunday night was the coldest night
Kicmersma, Joseph Rhea and George present in the shape of
Chapter tended the box should be. Mr. Bos is
thus far this winter. The thermomring. Mrs. L. N. Tyner made the ____
still waiting for his fixtures and also
etor at the water works stated nine
John Shiminowski,of Robinson,presenation and Mrs. Ming respond- paMing the cigars
degrees above zero at midnight The
who was taken for peddling moon- . w Y«ry grqcefuly.The chapter con-yr
weathermansays rising temperature.
William Duvall of Fennville holds
Genuine Dutch Santa Claus Ccckiis 45c lb
Business men will keep their shine, pleaded guilty before Federal f-^red the degree upon several can- the prize for automobile accidents.
didates
and
a
general
social
time
was
court
in Grand Rapids. The police
•tores open this week on Thursday,
Krakellngen and Banket Letters to order
enjoyed at the meeting. The past An automobile driven by him was
Friday and Saturday nights, the stated that they fomH one of the matrons of the Chapter will confer run down by an old-stylehand-pumpfinest stills yet been taken at hia
three days before Christmas.
degrees upon candltatessome time ed hand-ear. It remains for some
.>*)
Real Christmas Fruit Cakes
Arthur Peters snd John Bos sre
liter traveling
in
‘ ^ municipal
..... "* —
Christmas
troe
t.re was
w„a
during
the month of January and it hasty citizens to ditch him with a
home after traveling 4000 miles in s
Animal Cookies.
. ,
mall a u omo bile Vhpv0 ZtlVd ! erected in Centennial Park Friday. »» expected to make th!« meeting one
^ is again placed in the open
open space
of the banner ones of the neir year. ^ “CappjT Cappon. , Arthur
space
the Dakota wheat fields, picked berThe Ottawa County Medica’ socie- Duren, Jr., “Chuck” Van Duren,
on the east side of the park near
ries in Oregon, painted in San
meeting in Stuart Boyd, David Boyd, and Haran
__
v^enirai
wnere 11
De seen
*caiurc« Its annual •nerving
Central avenue where
it can be
seen ^v featured
WITH:
old De Pree are home from U. of M.
Honey
;
Honey Bunnie <
nurae"<“
for the holidays.
Report comes from a Kent county
Federal
.
Boy
Scout Hatchet
Miss Maurine La Caff returned
pleasure to hos pital patients in the 8n addreas on tetan.i*. Oflkera
village of a large cache of dynamite
Let the kiddie* eat ’em right off the Xmas Tree.
past years and it will without doubt plected were: President. Dr B. B from Cottey College,Nevado, Mo.,
being found in the basement of a
again prove such this year. The tree Godfrey; vice-president. Dr. W. C. to spend the holidays here.
bakery, so our fear of a ahortag® of
Rev. E. W. Hughes of Allegan, a
will be lighted up with colored elec* Kools; secreary, Dr. Wm. Tappen;
ingedients for Christmas mince pies
trie lights on Chistmas Eve and delegate to the state convention. Dr. rector of the Church of the Good
was evidentlyunfounded.
Shepherd, has been elected scoutkept lighted the usual length of time. R. H Nichols, all of Holland.
13 East 8th St.
Janies De Free of Holland was one
Holland, Mich.
It is estimated that between 14000 maater of two troopa of Boy Scouts
The civic committee of the Elizaof the speakers at the Pantlind Ho- beth Schuyler Hamilton Chapter,D. and 16000 people attend church of that city.
tel last Saturday when two A. R , is going to do its part to make weekly in Holland Sundays. The The Hadson-Esaex Garage of Holhundred guests honored Coach Field- Christmas a happy one for Holland. greater number attend morning aer- land have sold the following cars
ing H. Yost of Michigan. The same This committee is composed of Mira vices and moat of them go two or during the last week: an Essex Cab
DeVries & uuruuuB
Dornbos Tuesday
Auesuay realumni gathered at the hnnquet who Martha Shprwood, Mra. M. A. Clark, three times on the Sabbath. Hol- to James Me Lean; an Essex Coach *' da Gulbransen
Mr.
J. E. Hall who haa been Mir•ansen Player piano
s
asked for Yost’s resignation a year Mrs. C. M. Me Lean and Mrs. J. P. land haa 20 churches, representing to J. Bos of Hndsonvilleand an Es- express from Chicago so that they ‘n& as purser on the G. k M. steamago. but things were altogether dif- Oggel and the members have decided nine donominationa. The Reformed sex Coach to M. Kooy®rs of Zeeland. would be ablej to deliver it before er will return to hia home in Maniferent and this year they wanted ..... .
Chrirtma* features and Christian Reformed denomina- The Michigan R’y Co. must pave Ghrtbimaa.u i* not oiieii th<u ao tovjac, Wisconsin.Thursday.
Lincoln School P-T club will
him to «t*v. The crowd a’wavi seems 'that they provided before so that tions are each represented by six between the tracks in village of large a package is sent by express.
Mr and Mrs. Edward J. Yoemans have a communityChristmas tree on
to be with tb« winner: bowevor we tbey have e’mort become an iVUtn- chnrcba*. The other* inrJnda Ro. Grandville before June 1 of next
are g’ad to note that the Grand t’on in Holland— -the municipal man Catholic, Methodist, Wesleyan year or vacate the street, according and son Edward John Jr., of Great Thursday evening, at 7:80. The
Rap'd* aggregationturned out to be Chrictm** tree in CentennialPark Methodirt Fpl«conal. Adventist,to a docree signed by Circuit Judge. Falls, Mont., have arrived in Holland children will sing Christmas carols.
good
a Chri«t»nq* gJ,'en tn tbe Berean, Church of God, and the City
B P^rki"* of Kent
and are the guests of Mrs. Yeomans' Everybodyla cordially invited.
*
n“ and Mra. F. N. Pat- rV.'urenof Mis8 churchford’s Mis- Mission. With one exception all
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Van parent*, Mr. and Mra. Nicodemus There ws* air inches of Ice in
teraon— a
.
sion.
, Lake Michigan Wednesday morning.
supplied with regular pastors. j Llere. West 18th St. — a
^ Bosch.
Mr. and Mra. W. Douma were very |

noon,
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
MAN WHO SOLD
BIBLES DOES

WORK

DIRTY

MAKE THIS

1

Gustave A. Duren who for several
montns has been selling bibies to the
! citizens ol Holland i* a coaracter
• wno uoes not uve up to the teachings
ot the wonuerlul woras he sola.
. Chief of Police Van Ky has been
receiving several more complaints
that u man aoout forty years old
1 was accosting young g.rls on the

There arenomiraclcain cook-

What goes into the food
must inevitably come out

ing.

!

Even the baking perfection
that results from the use of
Royal Caking Powder ia no

1
!

miracle.

solute purity entering the

food— and emerging again.
made from Cream of
Tartar derived from grapes.
Royal

is

Contairn No

It

Leaves

....

up

Miss Rece Merril was picked

A

THIS

Ahtm

.

And

U.‘
<^

(

,

back.

in the days that follow, your rord car will be the

you and your

merrs
frmily,

home and to ycur

will be a real asset to your

business. The investment

is

so small, yet the returns in real

be overestimated.

Make np your mind today to give
Then come

m

^

the merriest and happiest of Christmas days.

Tour Ford car

‘

that

—

your door

utility and genuine enjoyment so great, that the benefitscannot

Grana Rapids juvenile court and she ed at roll call while Mrs. J. C. Post thewCi!2,rrn^Pxamined he admitbroke her p.ro.0. She W.. deuuied reed . poem written by the lete Mr..
^
C. ,
at headquai|irs by Chief Van Ry Dutton. The devotionsof the after•
d
h J b
native of Sweden, and had b«n
untUJuvenilToiBcer Nelson came to noon were conducted by Mrs. Wei- nRbve 01 sweden* ana
selling bibies here for the lest five
take her
mers, Mrs. W. E. Van Dyke, Mrs. months and had made a good thing
P. M. Van Auken has been elect- S. Habing and Mrs. H. Van Ark. A
ed commander of the Ferdinand_C.papar entitled ' "The Fine Art of at H,‘ » . j
Ger- It is said that several of the bl* '
Sebright post, No. 46, Spanish War Giving" was presented by Mrs. GerMiss Kathryn Post harj hies sold must still be delivered rot
Veterans of Allegad. Other officaiv trude f
Christmas time, but as the firm for
elected werol' Senior vice comamnd* charge of the Current Events,
an Is
Tbs
is working is
is a very
ej;, Glenn Goldwood;officer of
The musical
musics! numbers were given whom Duran
if
’day, KnnetH Gates; officer of the by Miss Helena Van Kersen, a pi- reputable One, purchasers will rib
guard, E. L. Ci?^?Pn? trustee, Bur- and solo "Moonlight Sbnato,-* ~-i)y doubt get the hiblbS in time.
deHe L
. Beethoven, while Miss Isla Pruim
The Allegan City council Mon* ung "The Birthday of a King,” by
day night passed a resolution av* , W. H. Neidlinger,and "Thanks be
i-i
oring the adoption of uniform traf* to God,” by Stanley Dickson,
flo law* a! tfi'O posed by the council of, "Medical Temperance”will be theGET FINE
Lanslng. If “enough cities pass the , subject of the next meeting Jan. 5th,
resolution the League of Michigan *t the home of Mrs. Fleming.
Municipalities will meet and adopt Tea and cake were served by Mesa general ordinance to govern the damea Pas, Wasenair, Wagenaar and
traffic in all the cities In league. Was. Gifts for the City Rescue MisThe Grand H*ven Tribuna hkk
The fire department was called to sion were
the following in Tuesday’s issue:
a roof fire at the home of Wm.
.
“ine second literatuiu section of
West Sixth street,Tuesday evening. •'
the
Grand Haven Woman’s Club.
The damage was
1 The Hope CoUege basketeerswill Mrs. L.
J. Kostar, chairman, filled
Mrs. G. J. Van Duren, home sec- pi** oue uioie gume on tne local
Friday afternoon, Dec. 16th to overretary of the Red Cross for southern uoor uetore tney reave for Uieir exflowing with good cheer, good
Ottawa, will leave Saturday for a leuaeu inp uunng tne hohday seavisit to her childrenin Cincinnati Tne game wui be played on
and Indianapolis. She will be absent inursday evening with tne 6t. Paul
selections,very artisticallyand
from her office uhtil January 8. In luaependeni team., ot Muakegon.
beautifully
V
the meantime service men or others. Tne viait.ng team comes nere witn
“The first, ‘Caprice,’ Marion
having business with the home office a good reputation, ana now tne two
ston, encore, ‘Morning Song,' Mar- j
should apply at the office of Arthur! team* wu* dash is still a question.
Tbe Hope men, altno they are ex- ion Ralston by Miss Barbara Rice.
Van Duren in the Tower Block.
second ‘L.ebstraum,’ „Liszt. Entea to piay true to tneir uaual form, The
------Mr.
have been lacking in practice since core Prelude in G. Minor by
uie Franklin victory because of con- John Lloyd Kollen of Hollana. .
The usuai qu.et oi Conklin,
functions on tne
‘“Justice,the ail-enthrallingand.
wa.........
couavy,
uiokuioeu.Tne
..
“
Ane This will be the last chance local powerful drama by John Galsworthy
v». a. i.j«ei*ce was football fans will have to see the was very satisiactortlyread by Mrs.
tntciea «y catuug tne g.uoa .n a rear team in action before they return ^rtba Kollen, Resident of the
aour s.tu iw*uu»a»guie uuv<r i>o» u>< lor Uie Grand Rapids Y game on • West Central Distnct of , on}JJ 8 r.
CUaU
fciauaiifcOi ^00 WaS UUk- New Year* night. Hope is going Clubs in Michigan who Is also from |
en. ine cui^iibo wei« acAeu *u ____
strong __
m spite oi the loss of several
, *&. ..
"Climaxes and anti-climaxes were
tne snow winvii leii in tne evening, veteran players.
to Maiue, wqeie *t *s su^^oaea Uey
Bleachers for the comfort and ac- very effectivelybrought out by
noaraeu
....a went tv comraodation of the spectators have reader of merit who always deliKhu
been “provided, which will mean a Grand paven audiences. Mrs. Koluranu Rapids.
wnue wy.iig to crank h.s automo- larger crowd and more enthusiasm
bile eatiy ou^u«y morning, R. R, at the coming game* than ever beCrazier, piviu.utut luuiuvi ueaier fore.
tnere oru*c nid wiidt. lie waa taaen
. ,
" ‘Silent Night,’ ^ ’The Midnight
to
& uo»p.tai ac Grauu RapAlthough the attendance at the
lus where vue iractufe waa reduced meeting of the Woman’s Literary Choir* and ‘The ChrijtrtMSong,’
ny Dr. J. J. ittiiieroi Marne.
club Tuesday afternoon was small, sung by the Grand Haven Eetxette,
was a pleasing end to a thoroughly
the
quality of the
k>UC 4U«aiib/
Vile program
ysvfc,*****4 was such
Lovers of sacred music were well a8 tQ merit a full house. , Mrs. enjoyed afternoon.”

^

(o

than you have ever known before.

took the bible man
to aet beyond
15 mJnutes to get beyona

local police having escaped at the meeting of the W. C; T.
from Grand Rapids to Holland. She held at the nome of Mrs. Albers.
was put under probation by the Thoughts of Christmas were express- £8t

it

of more pleasures and conveniences to

Christmas atmosphere prevailed $13.'70 nnd gaVe khim one hour tg

by the

Christmas morning drive a Ford car up

make

'

No Bitter Taste

.....

.......

Q

j

Mr. Van Ry and Mr. O’Connor both
questionedthe man thoroughly,but
he strongly denied any part in such
work, stating that he was selling bibies, and surely he could not be accused of such misdemeanors.
Not satisfied by the man’s story,
' several of the young ladies accosted
i were brought In and Duran was .im’ mediately identifiedas being the
man who took hold of their arms and
made other suggestionsto them.
When Duran saw they had the
goods on him he admitted his guUt
and Justice Van Schelven fined him

simply the result of ab-

It ia

street ana irom a meager description, Ofticer O’Connor trailed Duran, picaing him up on suspicion.
When brought before tne Chief,

| Ford Christmas

np.

in, or call ns

", way.

f

v

\

Ford

car this Christmas.

We’ll give yon

...

explain our easy terms plan if

'

a

all

the

fads and

you prefer to purchase
-

that

y

^

But, remember, your order should be placed at ouce for

'

Iha

Brown.

v

'

hi

f

We extend to you and yours

MOTHER AND SON

NEWSPAPER COMMENT
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contributed.

Exo

|

the Season’s Greetings

Holleman-De Weerd Auto Co.
Holland Byron Center
Zeeland

f®*-,

nominal.

l0^

•

rendered.
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'
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-

NQW.

prompt delivery. ACT
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Otta-

.

campus.

-
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filrrry (MfriatmaH

Carlton.

at.
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We

'

desire to express our appre-

ci^ion of your patronage and ex*

.

repaid tor coming out to zundel’s Hregman, the president, in the abFielding H. Yost. Michigan foot"Messiah" presented Monday night gence of Mrs. Hulzenga, gave
coach, has
at the Methodist enurrn oy the Cal- World Events. Mrs. Harris Meyer ball
nan cnacn,
na» replaced
repiacuu his
uia gold
via CoUege Cnorai Club of Grand gang "The Spirit Flower," by Camp-, watch-fob with a chain from wbicr.
- beli-Tipton, and "Mistletoe"by dangles a gold charm In the shanq
All the performers excepting the Bainbndge Crist. She was aecom- of a football.The fob worn by Mr%,
organist came on a special caz. irom panied by Mrs. Martha Rpbbins, , v .yost. »inc«
V "T4" ntre*
Grand Rapiaa. Tbe soprano soljs Mrs. Raymond Viaacher urged ‘sen ted to Mm or his lid in coaching
were taken o’y Mrs. Joaepn A. Mich- that the club get behind Miss Nellie the Army football eleven bears the
aelson wnose clear voice was espec- Churchford’swork, and the chair ap- inscription: "Presented to Fielding
ially pleasing in "Come' unto Him" pointed Mrs. Visscherand Mrs.v Aid- H. Yost for coaching serviefes, U. S.
foUowed by the alto air "He Shall Vorth to act as chairmen to arrange Military Academy AthleticClub,
Feed His Hock,’’ sung by Mrs. L. J. for a benefit program for this pur- Army 6, Navy 4.” The gold foot
Staples. . Mra. Staples’ lovely contr&tto voice alone would hav** made
The play, "Let Nancy Do It,” writ- of the 1922 Wolverine letter men,
coaches, treainer and manager,
it worth while to come out. Another ten by Mrs. Myrtle Koon Cherry
favorite sung by her was “He Was man and Mrs. Henrietta Barr of bears the inscription: "Fielding H.
Grand Rapids, *rill be given on Feb- Yost, Coach, 1922. Tied for WestDespised ar.u Rejected of Men.
The tenor solos were sung by Mr. uary 6 under the direction of Mrs.
Peter Sm.ts, and the bass solos by G. J. Diekema. This will be a beneCOMMUNICATION
Mr. Joseph Hummel. Mr. Hummel s fit for the hospital.
Editor
deep bass voice was admirably suited
Mra. E. C. Brooks read "The Widb.nce H. Bosch tried to defend)
to “Messiah" solos, and he made an ow’s Mite,” by Don Totheroh; Mrs. hiinse.f again-t tne staiement of 20
excellent impression with "Why do A. L. Combe read "The Hour Glass” oraalscnap c.tiZens ill the J. H.
the- Nations so Furiously Rage To- by Wm. B. Yeates; and Mrs. Nina
bchouea cmcken deal i' feel it myj
Daugherty gave a brief biography of uuty to explain exactly how it hapgether.”
The large chorus did creditable John Synge and read parts of his peued. Nov. z7 1 tooi 25 chiokens
work under the leadershipof Mr. play, "The Well of the Saints.’
io Holland. After 1 aeuvered them
Reese Veatch, and. were, accompan•
• -rat kapie avenue, a stranger standied by an orchestra of 26 pieces with
That the idea of social progress is ing at my wagon asked me my name,
Mr. Herman Tuller Concert Master,
---- --- «
--- j ------wdere i lived, where 1 was going
with the chickens. I answerea him
and. he told me I had some sick
“ #
cial Progress” read by Rev. P. P. chickens in my wagon. I told him
The largest consignment
. 'vt of ciothes Cheff
Gnen Tuesday
ruesaay night
nigni before
oeiore the
tne Soao- l did not know anything about that,
so fgr sent to the Near East from cial Progressclub wben r met at the but he claimed 1 did but that I was
Holland has juit been Wjked »nd home of Supt. and Mra., E, E. Fell, trying to get .rid of them. He did
shipped. It was donated by the
The ancients were without the not give his name, nor his office and
pie Avenue Christian Reformed concept ol Mciti vr(>g[mt be de- did not tell me I might not sell them,
churclq Trinity Reformed chi^ and ciared. there it no such idea in the
as he in his letter and in court claimEastern Star, Holland Chap w. FI- orjcntAl.religions or in the philos- ed he did; but in the city hall he ad-;
lowing were the items in the ship- . by 0f G,;eece or Rome. The mid- mitted he did not tell me his name
an — ..11 Le ages were without it, and a and
Mens — 21 Overcoats; 27 small |arge part 0f the modern age had
Then 1 went -with the birds to the
coata; 34 vests; 16 trousers; 4
before -the idet
dealerrtold him wbat.this stranger
20 ihirts,78 articles underwear.
p^grtss took • a firm hold on the said to me at .the time, even before I*
Bpys — 16 coats and Jacket*; 10 minds of men
I
unloaded, for 1
I UJU
did nqt
•
* U1UWJIUHU,
UHV want him to
trouiers; 2 suits. .
neithi
For a time there have been extra- get into trouble, neither
myself, but
igant hopes
^
• 43 vag:ant
hope8 of
^ the
the complete
coinPlete social
80cial suggested
suggested to
to him
him that? J itaHe the
I.!
Skirts; 14 Petticoats , 43 (Waist£ 4o ] roMoo^tion
igeneration as a kind of concomit- chickens back home, but he said, that
MMt ot
with t!
ol” 0f-lind-e-UII drmoi, * g Mi
ot the
the. evolutional^
evoluUonarjridea
idea of
of the
the there
there was
was nothing
nothing wrqng
wrgng with
them
S^erse, but some of those hopes
wanted to keep them.*
skirts: 6 petticoats; 8 middies. ^ >
probably been tocf sanguine. in the afternoon the dealer sent me
hm • probably
v Children — 126 articles of und4r- Science shows that the physical
___
WOrd ___
I had to
_ _take four chickens
chie*
wear; 129 articlesof. wearing aparel. world for instanceis already in its back because H. Bosch had told him
Miscellaneous — 86 sweaters and stage of decadence and social prohe should pick out four or five. Is
Mufflers;6 blankets; 10 bathrobes gress does not necessarily lie in the that not the duty of the inspector
and' Kimonos; 78
socks,
•r pairs ----- and direction dreamed of in the first himself? How did Bosch know the
stockings; 62 pairs Shoes; 92 caps flusb ^be bope 0f tbe modern agCt
dealer would or even could pick oilt
hoods. Unclassified— 14 articles. «
But social progress is not chimerical the right chickens, I mean the aick
and if can be advanced through the ones?
Aft^r all the canned fruit that moral regenerationof the individual,
x u,
H. Bosch «m„ucu
claimed u
o"e
of them had
had been donated in the drive for taught by Christianity,reacting on so- a lump on the head the size of half
the soldiers in Roosevelt Hospital cial conditions and making the world an egg. I had the opportunity to
had been packed it was found that
show that one half egg lump to sevthere were six barrels of it.
Mr Cheff laid special stress on the eral of my neighbors, but it proved
ISP’The Woman’s Exchange,lo- possibilityand necessity of the aboli- to be the tin of mv sm'llest finger,
cated in Vanden Berg A Van Ark’s tion of war and on the transforma- I could easily get 20 signers to the
Furniture store, will be open for tion of business from a grab contest above statement hut will not go to
businessThursday, Friday and Sat- into a public service as illustrationsany more trouble in this case. I ran
urday afternoons and evenings of of the meaning and direction of true in the trap, that is n"

tend

you our best wishes for a

Merry Christmas
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FRED OUUHUHILL
MOLESTED LITTLE GIRLS
ON THE STREETS
*

Chief Van Ry has been receiving
several complaints from the parents
of little girls from six to eleven
years old stating that a young man
had been accostinglittle tots near
the College campus, had enticed them
amongst the trees on the college
campus and had olfered them money

to take indecent liberties with
them.
Saturday the chief got a line on
one young man by the name of Fred
Churchill, and he was taken to police
headquarters,and a group of little
girls and boys identifiedhim as the
man who made these proposals.
Chief Van Ry also soon identified
the young man as one who was arrested in 1918 for a similar offense,
and when brought before Judge of
Probate James Danhof at that time
he was placed on probationfor two
years.

Miss

Dekker of the

ungraded

school gave the young man a mental
test, and found that altho he is 19
he only had the brain power of a
child of ten, and is a moron who
should not run at large
Churchill was taken before Justice Van Schelven on a charge of
assault and battery and is now in

the county

ITOR

jail.

Makes Christmas

WANT PUBLIC TO
HELP SING CAROLS

Merry

The people of Holland are invited
by the D. A. R. to come out on
Christmas eve to see the community
Christmas tree in Centennial Park'
lighted up and to help make the community singing impressive.The tree
will be lighted up at 9 o’clock on!
Christmaseve and will be kept lighted during the following week.

/.

of

the day

the solid pleasure the

is

welcome gift

of a

Victrola brings

to

all-

We are exclusive representatives for these
hortored makes:

you.

Every member of the family shares in
its

on

o’clock
Christmas eve
there will be community singing led
by the various choirs of the city under the direction of John Vanderaluii. It is hoped that a large gathering cf people will come out to help
sing the carols, which will be: “Sil-j
ent Night,” “It Came Upon the Mid-

(

Ivers

entertainment and benefits. Be sure

it is

a Victrola, for

then you have the

one instrument which the

[

themselves have cho^fen to reproduce their art.

Victor Gift Records. Our stocks are complete.

CHILDREN’S SHOES
AND UNDERCLOTHES
STILL NEEDED

.

We

are open evenings.

Do

it

Pond, Bush

&

& Lane, Kohler

Open Thursday, Friday

Let us help you select your Victroli and

night Clear,” “Joy to the World,”1
and “Hark the Herald Angels Sing.”

&

Campbell, Apollo, A. H. Meyer,
Cable, Kingsbury, Wellington

greatest

artists

J

The people of Holland seem to be
deterniineumat mere man De no
children in tne city on Cnnatmaa day
next Monday ithout enough clothes
to keep mem warm, ine near zero
weather of the last few days seems

Our guarantee, a protection to buyers since
1872, goes with instrumentsfrom this Company.

More enduring than the passing rapture

1

At 9

Music

&

Sat. Eireniuirs

COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.

early.

For Health and Pleasure
Give the Family

Meyer Music Douse

VICTOR HEALTH RECORDS

'

j

Set $3.03

St.

17 West 8th

to have given many persons a fellowfeeling lor those less fortunate than
they ana domes have come to Miss

Violins, Mandolins, Guitars

Churchford'sMission every day.
“The response has been wonderful,” said Miss Churchford Tuesday,
“and i wish i could thank all who
helped sufficientlyon behalf of the
people who are being clothed thru
their generosity.But there is much
to do just now and 1 hope the donors
will taxe thanks for granted. The
work of the Mission continues all
the year round and the needs continue all the year round. The appeal
I made for clothes for the poor a
short time ago is not a mere spurt
and 1 hope generous people will not

m

Holland, Mich.

— New

|

jump

Home

Sewing Machines.

Bargains in nsed Pianos and Phonographs

to tne conclusion that the spurt

now. Some of the most urg- ed ornamented the assemoly hail,
ent cases have been supplied, but where aiso stood a oeautiiui unr.sithere are still a great many cases mas treethat should be helped and I hope the , Alle ^0*0n;al orchestra favored
Mission may have the opportunity to the clUD wiu a group of musical
numbers, among wmen was the selecdo this.” '
Tbe greatest need just at this mo-| tl0n» “bongs uioiy,” wbicn was
ment is children’s shoes and chil- vej7
dren’s clothes, especially children’s llle program, consisting of songs
underclothes.The cold weather has and recitation was given oy one or
made this need stand out and Miss moro representativesof each grade
.phurchfordis doing all she can to *n the building.The program: bong
prtYvgt t?tvgl su(liriiig. JMhrn, ^t^1’’3 Cradle Hymn, Virginia
•fre persons who wish to help in
and Florence May Damstra, of
they can always take bundles to the the kindergarten;The Christmas
Mission which is open all day long Story as found in the 2nd Chapter of
all this
'St. Luke, Jeanette De Witt; RecitaMiss Churchford called attention tion, Will and Annie’s Prayer, Nelto the fact that Holland is on the he Buurma, 6th grade; A group of
whole a city of large families; and songs by children in the 1-1 and T-2
while it is also a city of thrift, grades; "The Wiser Way,” Ivan De
there are in some of the large fam- Neff, Francis Wabeke, 2nd grade;
ilies circumstancesand misfortunes recitation, “A Christmas Thought,”
that have temporarilyresulted in ac- George De Boer, 5th grade; “Bill,”
tual want. It is Miss Churchford’s Ada Dykstra, Leona Brightrall, Gorambition to relieve if possible all the don Hamelink, Gerold Fassen, 3rd
cases of actual want before Christ- and 4th grades; Song, “Birthday oi
a King,” Mabel Vander Berg, 6th
mas.
is over

.

plktimg.

Tobacco
Standard B.andb

Cigars and

Bulk and Box Candy
The Best

Christmas Suggestions

,

this

week.

Merry

FOR LADIES:

Christmas
If

to

The Chatter Box,
Columbia and 18th St.

—

other

P

.Li.

De

A

•

The Van

f^rhU

Hfe:

Raalte School was the a tutau xxran
scene oi a delightful Christmas pro- ^
gram when the P-T club held its

man Wh0 trom

a

eonunent.

Sleds

Carrom Boards
Dolls

Teddy Bears
Gloves
Mittens

EE: Skirts

Mackinaws

Rain Capes

Petticoats

Umbrella’s

Togne Caps

=

Corsets

Sheep

.

lined Coals

Bath Rohes

Leggins
Scsrfs

Sweater Coats

ath Robes

Slip-over Sweaters
'

M

Toys

S

8

iris

Dresses

Underwear
Caps and Hats
Fancy Ties k Scarfs

is
r.

EE

Our outside location enables us to save you
money. Come in and see. Your money back if

=

don^

I GEORGE HEIDEMA,

1

ttao

_

pioneer days nas

city.

-

MAW WnO HAS
us- DONE MUCH FOR THE
HOLLAND HARBOR

*t

would be well to refer to

CHILDREN:

[FOR

Flannel Shirts

not saisfied.
But lew people know however of
more and baa spoken more for Hoi- what real value Mr. Van Schelven
land haroor than any man living in was to Holland because of hie interthis
est in Holland harbor. Even in th*
AFTERNOON Mr li. Van Schelven has been early days before the Roests and the
Cor. 17th St. and Central A ve.
identified with a great many things Haiuers were harbor builders here,
that have helped to make Holland Mr. Van Schelven took an active
what it is. In the first place he is part, and it is because of his early
MICHIGAN
the man who first laid out our city efforts, and a continuationof the
‘n the beautiful way that we find it. efforts, that Holland harbor was recNo cow-path streets, no angles to ognued at Washington,
iiiiiHtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
3P«ak of, but a wonderfully platted ,,Vafi” who is a great man for fig“l^ere ^r.nge^(C.nea.ily find are,, hat more ji.U_o^ Holland h.r- prcf,are(1contlinlngpicture, of our that Holland’,harbor ne«U wero
six waY- Streets east and west are Dor than any man now living. Be- resorts and of the city of Holland great, and the foundation was laid
numbered consecutively, while the fore the large breakwater* were
cross-streetsare named.
built and Cong. Smith and Sen. P Backed by this informationhe and breakwaters and piers and^^ater
Years ago Mr. Van Schelven put Burrows were interested in our tj,e otjjer members of the harbor depth in the channel.
in a thorough set of bookkeeping in harbor Mr. Van Schelven not alone “I^itae plac^^lorae* outetandi'ng
the city clerk’s office that was in had all the details of shipment, the
“• lor a number of•“
vogue
years. As a tonnage and everythiag connected

WAS

CHRISTMAS PROGRAM

SUNDAES
rr

it

Umbrella’i

EE Brassieres
EE Bath Robes
EE Fancy Stockings
EE Night Gowns
EE Fancy Towels
EE Blankets

A1 Bekker, Prop.

SODAS

FOR MEN:

EE Gloves
Fancy Socks
EE Apron’s
Gloves & Mittens
EE Handkerchiefs
Dress Shirts
EE Sweater Coats
Suspenders
EH Slip-over Sweaters Garters
EE Rain Coats
Suit Cases

send BOX ('ANDY or
to any one, anywhere, at

you wish

CIGARS

=

any time, BUY FROM US, we pack
mail free of charge.
Sat sf act ion and Service Assured.

SENTINEL PUBLISHCHURCHFORD MISSION
ING COMPANY DIRECTDRIVE PROGRESSING
ORS ORGANIZE The followingfurther reports on

secretary.„d treurer. The
^
directors are Mayor E. P
a.a.i
total of this portion of the drive —si.
will
and C. M. McLean.
Many pressing duties of these be reported when completed.
busy men made it difficult to get
them together, all at one time, but HAMILTON PIONEER
Monday night they all met for the BURIED TUESDAY
nuroose of oreanizimr and Con
The funeral of Gerrit John KooiFree was appointed together with ker* Pioneer of Hamilton, was held
B
Mulder to take an inventory Tuesday afternoon at his home and at
of the plant go into all deUils and the Reformed . church of Overisel.
alsp to. see what the plant needs in Mr., Kooiker, who lived on a farm
near Hamilton for many years until
the way of added equipment.
This will possibly take a few weeks he retired from active work and
when several new features will ba w«nt to live in the village,was 69
added to make the publication more years old. He is survived by
sons and two daughters. He was an
metropolitan.
uncle of Joe and John Kooiker of
Holland and was well known here
VAN RAALTE P-T CLUB GIVES and in the the community where he

s
S

:

grade.

At a meeting of the five dlrectora the Churchford Rescue Mission
appointed some time ago by the Drive were made Tuesday:
stocknolders of the Sentinel Publish- Bolhuis Lumber & Mfg. Co. $30.50
ing company, held at the office of Michigan Tea Rush Co ...........21.50
G. J. b.ekema, Mr. Diekema was Micellaneous
made the unanimous choice as presi- Merchants, » Professional
Men, Employees, and
dent; A. H. Landwehr, of the HolDowntown stores, etc ...... $349.00
land Furnace Company was mad
........
The report on the downtown disvice-president, and Con .De
Free o
the DePree Company was elected Ar'c^ herewith given is not yet com-

It is our intention this > ear not to ci.ry over a
dollar’s worth of winter merchandist. Almost
everything has been marked to rock Loit< m prices,
therefor we invite you to come in and do your
Christmas shopping here, as we havi a stole full of
useful gifts for every member of the U/nih

—

t

T'
•-

!; 8taid he n iSiPJflynn the wi,th

r0 m

the
of

-

-

—

-

JfsftttSttwi

Co^Ssian

ofTT DiXmar"^

bM uad th? ^eriklfr aided “by“‘
that Jo.uld .J® 8enJ Smith, the late Senator Burrows, and Schelven

Van

and Austin Harrington.
10 A J at , f
tw
c°nsre8sman Bi8h°p and G- J- Diek: who is active member in the place of
As an editor his writings were the amount of incoming freight that ema and Mr. Van Schelven’s figures john j rannon -m n^in hrW
rd,h unuZn^attraltV,,
called for all over the state because our merchants and manufacturers were 80 thoroughly convincing that
L
again bring
the efforts of Ed Munson,
of their historic value, and his ex- required in their operations. gfter taking a boat ride through the ftbout convincinKP1,00* that Holland
of the decorating committee. Christ- Since harbor and harbor -.-r
approcellent
as a
a postpost......
ent and
*nd thorough work as
He had photographs of the inner Holland harbor and inspectingits muit ^ave a deeper, a safer and a
mas decorationsartisticallyarrang- priations are being discussed almost master is too well known to need any ar* outer harbor and had booklets mouth, the engineerswere convinced better harbor.

to
chairman

— —

nnf

r

HOLLAND,

0ttawa ^olume

J°h

PP
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HOLD)
Standard

l

Bit W3 hwe a Cook thit can’t be beat.
Q3t some of Dike’s Mixture, gotten up
' by this Cook.
Try our Christmas and New Year din-

Notary

Cleanliness

for

Take dinner with us on Christmas

We

CITY,

Year.
extend to our patrons the compli-

ments

ners.

DUKE’S CAFE

SB

W

8th

KOUW

SI.
ISAAC

Lunch

same location.

in the

FARM AND RESORT PROPERTY, BOT,
SOLD AND EXCHANGED.

of the season.

Keefer’s

Citi. Phont 1166

Lincoln ^laarket

a

We have been in Holland only a short
time but we have won vour aood will.
We wish to thtnk our miny pitrons, extending

?YJ

Real Estate

For 15 years

< r

New

.

*

ISAAC KOUW
Public

Keefer** Lunch

Too Many Coaks Spail the Broth

err?

6%c

*

them

A Merry Christmas

ceo

and

°^e/

A Happy New Year

I

I

^

Wort*,-

p.

LINCOLN MARKET

I

-

iP
Bolhuis Lumber Go.

WHITE'S MARKET

rvUR patrons have done well
’ by us and we wish to

Merry Christmas

^

tell

-

and—

them

of

We extend

our appreciation.

to

you

all the

com-

pliments of the Season.

Happy New Year
BOLHUIS LUMBER CO.
TO ALL.

r-

fry

Our Xmas Handkerchiefs Are
THERE
IS

Excellent Gift Bargains

NOTHING-SO GOOD
make a

Besides our line of beautiful Blankets would
present not soon to be forgotten,
feature

HOLLAND RUSK-The

Delicious Egg

&

is

a

very essential

the fact that these are Cheap.

Milk Toast

B.

STEKETEE

EIGHTH
Order

A

and

RIVER AVE.

package or two from your grocer today.

HOLLAND, MICH.

1

Seasons Greetings

Send Your Dry
Cleaning

We wish to tt)ank our many
satisfied customers and extend to

A

all

IS

GIFT LIST |

f

IU™1!

COMPLETE Hi XL

''

^

SH*SW,H

Machine Shop

To the

Holland Dry

MERRY CHRISTMAS

OUR XNAS

Cleaners

See our line of Scarfs and Gloves
and Caps; a special line for Xmas.
We extend to our patrons the
compliments of the season.

Cylinder Grinding and* Machine
Repairing, Steel Ring Gears
to Replace Broken Teeth
in Motor Fly Wheels

and
A

HAPPY NEW YEAR.

As Neat and Fresh as New

No. 9 E. 8th

MOLENAAR

A

&

DE GOEDE

St.

Holland, Mich.

Telephone 1528

SIMON VLEN,

CITIZENS

PHONE

1148

CO-OPERATIVETAILORS
120 E. 8th

St.

22 W. 7th

St.

Holland, Mich
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Th' inotiM it behind many an
moreraenU

2 Doors South of 8th St. on Central Ave. over

up-

lift

MARKET REPORT
Wheat, No. 1

OVERLAND GARAGE

$1.25
1.23
-------------------- .75
Oil Meal -------------- -------- 54.00
Ora deed Corn -------» ____________ 35.00
Scratch Feed with grit .........48.00
Scratch Feed with no grit... 50.00 I

Wheat. No. 1

rad ----------

i

wliite _________

i

Rye

1

i

St Car Feed per ton ............ 35.00
No. 1 Feed per ton ................ 34.00
Cora Meal, per ton ................ 34.00

,

Meet your friends at (he

Come and

Screninga ......

37.00
Bran
------------ ---------- 32 00
Middling* • . ........
37.00
Low Grade Flour ________________50. 0(
Cotton Seed Meal 367« _________ 48.00
Cotton .Seed Meal 43% ............ 54.00

-

Show Room

Beautiful

Machines; Worth Thousands of Dollars; That

Gluetin Feed .
.....44.00
Dairy Feed 24% ......
48.00
Dairy Feed 16%.. ...................... 29.00
Hog Feed ------------46.00
Hay, baled ..
........... $12 to $14

------Eggs
...
Stra*

Butter, dairy
Buttei4, creamery

Beef

------------

ble

40
48

...

...............

53

— —

............

Chickens

produce

8.00
...............

Pork -

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

910

10-1!

OPEN CHRISTMAS *

12-16

the,

most Valua-

Food for your Fami-

ly. Spend an afternoon
or evening here.

-

-

Human

see the

LOCALS
CasUe Lodge K. of P. of Holland
.will entertain on Thursday Decernber 28, with cards and a dancing

!

HaU.

'

party at JLofyP
,
1^
Mr. Johnson of the Graham
Morton, TransportationCo. in a pos-'/'
tal card sUtes that the last haul of •>'
the season takes place today. ‘ He
^npt only thanks his patrons for their
P*^0®** but also sends them1
the' c«s^ln,e,,t8°* 1116 season wish- :
ing them * .^osperotM 1923. ' Mr. T
Johnson also put 3 P. S. on the end
of his card in1 which he says, “You*!]
hear us whistle long before the robins come again."
Plan* are under way for an Exchange Club banquet on the evening
of January 15 when M. E. Rice, one
of the most prominent speakers of
Mre city of Detroit will be the princi-

&T
1

'

DECEMBER

'

I

;pal

orator.

Adults

20c—

Attenjj the

21-25

Sh^w Every Day— Be

a

Booster —Children

IOC

|

JL Boyd Pantlind well known hotel
man of Grand Rapids is seriously ill
at his home. Mr. Pantlind is 72 and
according to his physician, Dr. Louis
Barth he U suffering from complicatiaas attendant upon the heart Mr.
Pantlind not only conducted the
Morton Home and Hotel, but also
eaanaged Hotel Ottawa at Ottawa
.Bcm-h for yean.

fniUMK will hp FvhihitpH-J^^y

i

I

vdpuils

WwIIl inC LAillUlItU Tuiow

shou,(1 Iearn toe value of Capons. Yon should
the different chickens. Come to the Show and learn

Hartger Borgman, sophomore in
the engineeringschool at Ann Arbor, n spending .the holidays with
his mother, Mrs. Minnie Borgman of

West

llth

Christmas services will be held
at St Francis de Sales church as
ifollews:
Midnight High Mass
and Sermon — Communion during
Mam: 7 a. m. Low Mass and Holy.
Communion 8:30 a. m. Low Mass
and Holy Communion ; Music by Boy
Choristers; 10 a. m. High Mass, Sermon and Benediction.
The City News Stand reports that
Ladies are so excited over their
Christmas cards that they forget to
carry away their personalproperty.
There were three spectacle cases
Torgottenand the owners may have
them at any time.— Allegan Gazette.

—

COLORED LIGHTS AND
PRESENTS ADORN
CHRISTMAS TREE
THIS

IS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
YET SECURED BY THE
LOCAL BANK

There are Christmas trees and
Christmas trees. Some are stunted
and scrubby, others are wide ana jg
irregular,but the Holland City Statq
Bank has the most beautifulcone
fdiaped tree in the lobby, that has
been seen around here for some

Charles Dykstra

n

Central
Comtr Central

Avenue Druggist

Ave. and 16th St.

CiU. Phone lilt

time.
It is one of these old fashioned
kind that could be secured some 30
years ago when the woods were still
full of them, but today a fir tree of
that kind is hard to find.
Anyway, the bank has the tree,
and “Cubby" Drew and “Bob" and
the other boys have been sprucing it
up, hanging about it all sorts of
presentsthat would make a child’s
eyes bulge with delight.
There are dolls and Noah’s Arks,
with all the animals,includingthe
elephant and the kanga
kangaroq, and lota
of other things, and the tree is simply filled with sparkling lights representing all the colors of the rain-

MMS—

MW**—

W—

the association officials are anxious Johnnie Saunders, chamn nockat
Whereas at the recent flection the will of the people ai expressed by
to make R clear to the merchants billiardplayer who gave exhibitionshel(* in
num“ West iat41 ®treetthat the poultry business is the at Post’s Billiard Academy Tuesdav
voter® of the city of
‘ .
li.rgest d. m^st important
. _
in Hoi- afternoon and evening and who ap- a8 wel1 83 of o^er voting precincts
PUBLIC SALE
land and Ottawa county.
“ night ior jn thf . C0.UTlty, o£ 0ttaw* were dis'
peared there Wednesday
A public sale will be held at the
jWs)ii> will be ladies’ day. the the last time, exhibits the unusual *ranchi8edand*
Holland’sgreatestpoultry show poultry association officials point out stunt of pocketing 16 balls on
Whereas the action of the Board house of J. Ver Schure 263 W. 19th
opened Thursday morning in the that women are the ones who usually shot. This stunt
stunt ii
is the last, of each of Canvassers of Election in disfrgh- street on Saturday the 23rd of Dec.
1. O. O. F. hall on the second
:ond floor
floor buy the eggtfand they can get valu- performance and Tuesday flight Mr, chising this great number of citizens at * © clock sharp of the following
of the Overland garage. The time abU pointer* at fie pouP.ry show Satjnders performed it before t was based upon a purely technicalFoods: 1 electric washing machine;
limit or makin
iking entries did not that will help them to buy large, eggs laTt* cro*d of specUtors,”‘secqm’ irregularity^"th^ mS^of certain 8 rockers; 1 Morris
ris chair; 2 bedroom chairs; 2 libra
close until Wednesday evening at 9
rary tables; 1 pedin PjWjtoF the teat twice out of three election inspectors,
o’clock but the entries made
estal; 1 Mahogany
y Dresser; 1 M
bow. Henry Geerds is the chief show that it will be the largest exhogany bed;; 1 oak couch; 2 bed
electrician and he has done up the hibit ever put on here. There are
springs: 2 iron beds; 1 extensiontajob thoroughly.
entries from as far away as Aurora,
ble; 4 chairs; 1 child’s high chair; ft
There is also a perpetual batch of 111., and there are many from cities several other exhibits of unusual In- Mr. Post’s speed cushion the
places during, the election, dining room chairs; 2 rugs; 1 50-ft.
anow in under the tree that has been in nearly all parts of......
Michigan.Zee- torert.
he h.d played on
,thSt !10,U>
°f- how; 1 l.wn mower; 1 bench wring.
flcials acted in good faith, and
•.shippedin from I>ouisiana,it is said, land and Grand Haven and other Ticket have been passed out to
er; 1 tub wringer;waahboilers; tubs.
All these things your humble towns in Ottawa are particularly scho-.l children that will entiMe the
Whereas, by the. disfranchlsejment Other goods too numerous to menficribblertook in and upon depart- well represented.
* holder to the show on payment of
of this great number of citizens tbe tion. Terms Cash.
Cubby took a present from The variety of birds shown will five cents and s large attendance of
will of the majority of the people
DeKleine Kooyera, Aucts.
PASSES
SHERIFFthe tree for which we graciouslybe bigger this year than ever before, youngsters is expected.
as expressed in that election has
thanked him.
SHIP
been defeated by the action of the
One of the new kinds to be exhibited The show will run from Thursday,
Notie* to Taxpayers of Lakatown
C Notice to taxpayers of Laketown,
club of Holland, election inspectors,
will be a pen of White Lanshans that December 21 - to Monday, Dec. 25,
A marriage license was issued in are expected to arouse a good deal and will be open each day from 9 having a membership of 75 mostly Be it resovied, that the Exchange I wfli' be at the Mulder stori
Grand Rapids to Gerrit Tiesenga of of interest, and there will be other aa. m. to 10 p. m. Prof. E. C. Fore- business and professional men, club of Holland approve the action Graafschap on Dec. 26 and j|
8t
Byron Center and Elizabeth De varieties never before seen in a mam profess or^of^poultr^ husbandry, _|>a»sed strong resolutions condemn- of the Mayor and Common Council at Gitchel on Dec. 29 and Jan. 2;
Young of Hudson ville.
Holland show.
of Sheriff Fortney, of the city of HoUftnd> in employing and at home every Friday for the
Mrs. G. J. Van Dureh announced
Friday will be merchant’s day at Utility class,
Weaver, ef - which 'brought about the disfran*counsel and making every effort to convenience of those who wish to
Friday that an additional $5 has been the show. ' Those in chhrge of the
he Davidjville;PaM of! the Standard chisemqnt Ot <Tl
more than a thousand rectify the injustice done thru the pay their taxes.
sent in from the West Michigan Fur- exhibit want all the merchants to class. Peter Havenga will be super- at tne recent election,
action of the election inspectors, and
Ed Plasma, R. R. 2,
niture factory for me Red Cross.
come in at their leizure at any time; intendentof the
The resolution follows below:
in endeavoring to carry into effect
Treasurer

HOLLAND’S BIGGEST
POULTRY SHOW
OPENS THURSDAY

Uu

®ttawa Holland,

one

at^e

.....

mg

an ,

ber

for

finest

"

-

1

^

v<,ten!

HOLLAND EXCHANGE
CLUB
RESOLUTIONS

&

_

and.

show.

1,
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AL SIRRINE NOW

GOV.

RADIO DOCTOR IN
QaAND RAPIDS

Christmas

MANY CANS OF

tor."

Strange as such a call may seem
to us nuw, it is distinctlyan indicttiori oi urbanity to have a radio holiday gifts. So while he will redoctor in town. But then there is release some prisoners between now
the practical side of the thing, for and New Year’s, his action in each
who knows when his precious radio case, he says will be strictlybecause
may not kick up a fuss that necessi- the minimum sentences have expired
tates calling on an expert.
and circumstanceswarrant- clemency.
Alfred Theron Sirrine, 1746 HorA large batch of applications for
ton Ave. SE., is the doctor’s name, paroles, some pending since last
lie was born in Petoskey and gradu- May, were disposed of last week.
ated from electrical engineeringat The rule now is that not more than
the Universityof Michigan in 1917. six prisoners who desire to locate in
He taught physics in Holland high Detroit shall be released in one day,
until last June when he joined the as William H. Venn, chief parole ofResearch department of the Michi- ficer for Detroit, finds that six is
gan Radio Corporationin Grand about all he can place in employment on any one day.
Rapids.
Sirrine is a pioneer in the science
of radio. Two years ago this FebruA marriage license has been issuary he was astounded on: night while
sitting at his receiving fet to heajf ed in Ottawa county for Henry
the salutation '‘Hello’’. Radio tele-, Prins, 22, Holland, and Sadie Lanphony was, of course practicallyun- quis, 20, Zeeland. Don C. Patterson
Mildred M.
known at that time. He left the of Coopersville
adjustments as they were and learn- Thomas, of Walker.
ed that it was the Western Electric
xpenmental station located in New
York city. They were calling the;

There's nothing like being sure •• You WILL be SURE
to have money for Christmas if you enroll in our

FRUIT ARE RECEIVED

The canned fruit drive that wa«
Gov. Groesbcck will adhere to the held Saturday in the city hall for
rule he made one year ago not to the benefit of sick service men in the
parole or pardon any prisoner the Roosevelt Hospital at Battle Creek
next few weeks because it will • was so successfulthat those in
be the Christmas and New Year holi- charge of it did not have time to
day season. All former governors as count how many cans were received.
far back as can be recalled gave the But the response was so good thii
state prisoners "Christmas presents” time that Holland will not have to
in the form of pardons and paroles. be ashamed to send the gift* on to
Gov. Groesbeck holds that pardons the Battle Creek hospital. The cam
and paroles should not be considered kept coming all day Saturday and

The Sunday Herald not alone gives
a cut ui Allied Sirrina, formerly
with tne Holland High school, but
devotes ne&ny a hall column to the
Holland man and his work. The
herald says the following:
"Central,give me the radio doc-

Money

OROESBECK

WILL NOT GIVE PARDONS TO PRISONERS
I

until late at night.
The cans of fruit will be packed in
barrels and shipped to Battle Creek
in time for the holiday festivities.

The Christmas party for the Mission children is being looked forward

many

to by
and

it

youngsters in Holland
happy event for them.

will be a

It will again be held in the W. L. C.
rooms and the date is next week
Thursday evening. Tables will be set
for about 200 children and it is expected that evsry place will be occupied when the time comes for the

party.

1

,

Save
nick

If

.

and

the pennies,

dimes.

st

Charles Van Lente,
Bertsch, Maurice Huizer

Me

Kinley

and

Bertel

Slagh bagged 17 rabbits at Port
Sheldon Thursday. Cottontails are
plentiful it is said in that district.

(

j

grow

They'll

steamship "City of Montgomery,”
which was 600 miles at sea. This1
ship in turn called the steamship
"Gloucester,”which answered back
»hat it was just entering Deleware

into

i

dollars for Christmas.

Make This An

'

You

will not miss

bay.

over a year ago Sirrine transmitted from his home a Victrola concert
and a speech, which was listened to
by a gathering at the Masonic ternpie of Holland. He also furnished a
dance program by radio for a group
in South Haven.
Sirrine has a complete receiving
set in the basement of his home
and a completelyoutfitted laboratory in which any kind of radio
repair work can be done. He ha$
hung out his shingle at Steketee’s
Radio Shop for the convenience of
those whose radio outfits may need

smallamountsyou

the

pay

in

weekly.

j

,

Join the

crou’d --

You get back every

that's joining.

cent you pay

in.

|

ELECTRICAL §

,

j

E

Join yourself — let the
family join.

j

Call,

phone

or

write

CHRISTMAS

,

for full particulars.

,

attention.

i

&

MOST LICENSE PLATES
ISSUED ON SATURDAY

A LITTLE EVERY WEEK

.

No

Gift can

compare with an

Electric

Gift for Beauty and Usefulness.

I

City Clerk Overweg had the biggeat uay so lar tins season in making
out applications for automobile license piates. On that day sixty-eight
applications were notoned ana made
out by the clerk and sent to the)
county clerk at Grand Haven who
Will today mail plates to the home

Make your
Toaeters

Heaters

aduresses of the applicants.

Waffle IroiiH

Curling Irons

Percolators

Urns

Heating Pads

Lamps

Wash Machines

Hoovers

Vibrators

Flatirons

f

J

1

j

Here are a few of our Christma3 Savings Plans:
Members

starting with 5
cents and increasing five
cents each week for fifty
weeks, get ............ $63.75

Members starting with $2.50
and decreasingfive cents
each week for

get

fifty

........................

weeks,
$63.75

Members

starting with two

cent and increasing 1 cent
each week for fifty weeks

Members starting with $1.00
and decreasingtwo cents
each week for fifty weeks,

Members starting with 60

get

$25.50

........................

cents a

week, for fifty weeks, get
alto do your laTing
...................................

straight if you desire.

rirtue of

a

$5.00

By

get

........................

fixed amount

Members paying 25

cents a

week

at

fixed, for 50 weeks,

..........................

$12.60

Although securing auto

get

........................

man

$12.75

Members paying 60 cents a
week fixed, fur 50 weeks

get

........................

$26.00

Members payirg $1.00

a
weeks
get ........................ $50.00
fifty

Members paying $2.00
week fixed for

get

Remember that besides the above named amounts the accrued

$100.00

4%

is

Remember too that the DIMES, NICKELS and PENNIES that you allow

to

interest at

also added.

slip through your fingers for things of little

use to you,

will keep

up your

Christ-

mas Savings payments.

By becoming a Member you

will enjoy the

CHRISTMAS SPIRIT the

round.

i

First State

Dry Cell Batteries

„

4

_

help to

It start easier. Dry Batteries
lights. Charging the Magneto
will make your car start easier than dry cell Batteries
will, and last much longer and besides you will make
your car run like new.
Run in to day and see me about it.

In your Ford Car to

1 *

make

*

•

•-

Give Her Something Useful.

GEERDS ELECTRIC

I
*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

When You Buy Insurance,
Specify.
When you

TAX PERIOD ENDS
The

two weeks period of the
collectionclosed in
Holland Saturday night with less
than thirty per cent of the total
amount collected The exact amount,
gathered in by the city treasurer
during the first two weeks of the
first

terial offered.

When you

build your business do you
specify the character of insurance that
is to protect it? Or do you put in under
cover of the cheapest insurance roof that
some unknown and irresponsible insurance

'

!
I

Period wa*^3L}86-}7»w41?il®th®
to be collected before the first
of January is $113,615.05.
The amount so far collected is not
smaller than is usual during the first

contractor offers?

SPECIFY YOUR INSURANCE.

half of a tax campaign, and from
the daily amounts will increase as the end of the campaign
approaches. The rate of December
taxes is $8.18 per $1000 valuation.

now on

it a success.

Demand that your insurance agent meets
every requirement of Safety, Stability
and Service.

You

will find these three factors in all
our strong, well managed stock compa-

THANKS
GRAND RAPIDS MAN FOR

MRS. HARDING

FLORAL GIFT

DAYS Rk CHRISTMAS.

Henry Allersma

nies.

j

of

Allersma’s.
Greenhouses,Grand Rapids, received
a card of thanks last week from Mrs.
Harding, wife of President Harding,
for the beautiful bouquet that he
sent to her sick room recently Mr.
Allersma brought to tha Grand Rapids Herald office Saturday a ripe
lemon that .was picked from a ten- 1
foot tree in his greenhouse,that
:

(

(The Piece of Reputetion)
j

Cor. Main and Str.te St

you specify the

kind of roof that is to protect it. Y ou don’t
buy roof and accept the cheapest ma-

December tax

ZEELAND ELECT. SERVICE STA.

Phone 241-2r.

build a house

just

make

Zetland City Garage Bldg.

CO.

200 River Avenue.

DO NOT improve your

George Kamps, Prop.

t
i

Hoover Attachments

FIRST HALF OF

Last year the Mission Christmas
party was a great success and a large
--number of people stepped in to enjoy
the pleasure of seeing the children
enjoy thmselves.While the party
is under the supervision of the civic
committee of the D. A. R. all the
members of that organizationwill

* *

WHY?

C

year

Bank

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Put a Hot Shot or

ttU

*

cause the rush was so great. This
year any auto owner can get a plate
at any time by calling at the city
clerk’s office, but it seems likely that
the large majorityof them are waiting to the last minute thus again
creatingcongestion.
Mr. Overweg again calls attention
to the fact that his office is open
evenings and in the evening patrons
can be waited on more promptly
than during the day, when other work
intervenes. Auto owners who wish
prompt service are advised to come
at night. And all who can do so are
asked again not to come during the
week after Christmas,which is the
busy tax time, but either before
Christmas or after New Year’s.

a

fifty weeks,

......................

license

plates has been made easier this year
ever before, auto jwners have
so far not been in any great hurry to
get them. Borne years ago each auto
owner had to make oul his own application,search around for a notary
public, make out a money order and
send the whole thing to Lansing.
Then he had to wait all the way from
two weeks to a month before his auto
plates cames. The last year or two
the county treasurer had charge of
the work and he came here on stated
days, when the auto owners had to
wait in line for hours sometimes be-

$12.75

cents and decresing 1 cent
each week fur fifty weeks,

week fixed, for

paid weekly, the following
plans may be adopted:

1

cents and increasingtwo
cents each week, for fifty
weeks, get ............. $25.50

Members paying 10
You can

Members starting with

selection this week of the following-

“Cheap insurance” on your Business is
much more dangerous than a
“cheap” roof on your house.

|

bears continuouslythe year round.

— G. R. Herald.

I

VISSCHER-BROOKS,
Phone 1016.

42 Eut

8th St.

Holland. Mich.

^ \V\

'

•

-

V

Ten
A delightful program has been
planned for Friday, Dec. 15, at the ,
Woman's Club. Mrs. George Kollen
of Holland will give a reading of
Galesworthy’s“Justice.” John Lloyd
Kollen will play piano selectionsand

Barbara Rice will play “Caprice” by
PAPERS
Marion Ralston. Christmas ‘Carols
will be sung by a woman's sextette.
'Ihe day is in charge of the second
Holland folks are always interested
literary section. Mrs. L. J. Ko:ter,
in its local Sugar Company and no
Chairman. — G. H. Tribune.
doubt will also take an interest in its

DECATUR

TELLS

m

OP SUGAR RUN THERE

large auxiliary plants.

The following clippingfrom
Decatur Democrat shows what

Bright’s Disease

may

come at any age

in

Life

Health Talk No.

48

By

JOHN DE JONGE,

C.

D.

suuxj
aavdwoo

It is common belief that
Bright’s Disease is a disease
found only in those who have

reached maturity. The facts
are that it is often found in
children, where of course the
youth of the patient is a big
factor for recovery. A child
^0139 3N0 3W1 QNV
3A09V 3N0 3H1 HUM
with
*VII this
lino uiovnoi,
disease 10
is pale
Jjaic UIIU
and
inclinedto be cross- There is (3Ad3N)SIHl3d\/dW00
a pufflnessof the eyelids and a distension of the abdo
men noted- Later the peculiar dropsical condition de»»

.

-

-

velopes-

The disease is caused by pressure of spiral bores upon
the spinal nerves to the kidneys The fact that this has
not been recognized as the cause of this disease is ihe
reason for the common belief that it is incurable. The
pressure on the spinal nerves to the kidneys causes ihe
abnormal weakness of that organ and the gradual filling
up of the body with the poisons that would ordinarily be
eliminated by the kidneys When the pressure is removed by chiropractic spinal adjustments the kidneys
come back to normal and recovery follows.

Baby Rachel Smith Rid

of Bright's Disease

“When our baby was 15 months old she was pale and cross and
would eat nothing. Several times the family phycian was
consulted and finally as her condition grew worse a urine
analysis was taken and “the worst case of nephritis <*r
Bright'sDisease
I have —
seen
in 15 years was
reported. A
----------.....
was reported.
soecialist was seen and he called it nckot* and kidney trou
bie. Still another doctor and than u baby specialistwere
consulted, and finally we took her to a baby hospital. They
discharged her as past hope and in that frame of mind we
turnad to chiropractic. After she had taken some forty adjustments an examination of her urine showed it free of albumin A year has passed now and our baby is well and we
cannot aay enough for chiropractic. ’’-MRS HARRY SMITH,
ChiropracticResearch Bureau, StatementNo. 13485.

„

YOUR APPOINTMENT

can be made by telephoning

/

f "

l

EXAMIHATICH
HOLLAND
\

& CONSULTATION

Bldg. ZEALAND

FREE

Peter’s
Van Bree Bldg.
V Hour* 1 JO to 5 P, M.
Hrs. 9 to 1 A. M. daily
V Lto 8f. M. TW. Thai, and Sat. 7 to 8 P. M. Mon. Wed. Fri.

daily

iGRAND RAPIDS,

1

18 Monroe Ave,
Ofc Phone64597

the
the

Indiana plant has been doing.
The eleventh annual campaign of
the Hollad St. Louis Sugar Co. is being brought to a close this week and
by Friday the big factory will be
silent, as far as operation of the machinery is concerned. During the
oast two months three hundred men
have been given employmentin the
mill and the farmers have been paid
several hundred thousand dollars for
their beets. The Holland-St.Louis
Sugar Co. is one of the best institutions this community has and it
should have the support and co-operation of every citizen in Adams
county. Besides giving employment
to hundreds of men and making a
profitablecrop for the farmers,it is
the largest local taxpayer in the
county and that means that it is carrying its share of local burdens. The
local plant
are gentlemen of the highest class
and they are also working for the

men connected with the

best

interests of the community,
lending their support to good things
and for the building up of local enterprises. Support them and always
have a good word for the Holland-St.
Louis Sugar Co.”

I

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
QUR

Christmas Gifts
will help you to settle the prepiexing question as to what to give. We call to your attention
just a few of the many things we have to offer:

|

i

At the annual congregational
of the First Reformed

meeting

church of Zeeland, the following
were elected for the ensuing terms:,
Elders, Johannes Pyl, John Wichers
and Wm. Kampernian; as deacons,
James Westenbroek and Ralph De
Haan. The retiringelders are Reitze
De Haan and Cornelius Rosenraad
and the retiring deacons Hiram
Staal and Wm. Kamperman. The
treasurer’s report shows a total colI

Men’s Neck Scarfs
Face Powders etc.
Turkish Towel Sets
Table Linen Sets
Candle Sticks
Incense Burners
Fancy Candles
White Ivory
Kid Gloves
Handkerchiefs

Underwear
Boxes

Mackinaws

county, the banquet and 71st annual
meeting of the Allegan Agricultural
association was held at the commercial club rooms in Allegan Wednesday.

Linen Towels

Suits
Skirts

ihe association which has held 70
successful fairs is in excellent condition having added $32,000 worth of
improvements in the last five or six
.years, and being almost out of debt.
.Officerswere elected as follows: F
Barbee, president; A. L. Robinson,
vice-president;treasurer, L. C. Root;
Directors are A. T. Smith, Otsego;

Lunch Sets
Beautv Boxes

Ladies’ Silk Scarfs

Napkins

DU MEZ BROS,
what we say we do, we do do

Robert Monteith, Martin; A. Klomparens and C. Schutmaat, Hamilton;
E. Rargewell,Watson; O. I. Gregg
j Roscoe Ellis, A. Shigley and F. Tanr.er, Allegan;

of

Christmas
BECAUSE
most

gift

roost folk don’t
give

much

like gifts

usual care this year,

long

advance, to find

GIFTS

Jewelry

in

Blankets

husband and brother.

Boys’ Play

wm
¥1

Study Coats

because the

ing quality, they

do not

at

you

will find

prices higher here

on that

signify that

account.

y

Fancy Suspenders
Fancy Armbands
Silk Gartets

Jewel Boxes

Mufflers
riii

Costumes fill

GIFTS

are unordinary and of sterl

all

Hosiery

Auto Robes

Fancy Vests

BUT

»>«*

Wardrobe Trunks

GIFTS for every
age and type of friend,
—

Umbrellas

Silk

V,

Travel needs

for them

Sweaters

Canes

need no excuses made

that

Luggage

Leather goods

and the year

we have taken un-

—

Sport apparel

— because

suggestions are so

ordinary, so

before

Motor needs

Camisoles
Sweater Coats

Silk Hosiery

given la*t year

Belts

Ribbons
Fancy Waists
Fancy Aprons
Bath Robes

Cloaks

Shirts

Cravats

Bags
Table Linens
Roya! Soc. Stamp, goods

Attended by a representative
crowd from all parts of Allegan

know what to
Collar

Beads

Purses

Present Advance Displays
Silk

large assortment of useful

(

ZEELAND CHURCH
ELECTS NEW OFFICERS

lection for the year of $16,934.22, of
which sum $2,523.00 was contributed to missions. The ladies aid society
contributed$1,376.74.

APPROPRIAK PRHNTS

Lots of other things

Gloves

Special

Bathrobes
Mens, Ladies & Childrens

Just received

Handkerchiefs

a

large

shipmeat of Bed Blankets,

Overcoats
all

Suits

sizes

will

and colors, which

be sold at

less

than cost

prices. Come early and get

Hats

39-41

The Lokker-Rutgers

All Colors and Prices

-

Largest Assortment in

first choice.

E. Eighth St.

Felt Slippers

Co.

Town

Holland, Michigan

m

m*&rw

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
DEATH SEPARATES
TWO AGED WOMEN

I

Death Thursday separated two
aged Holland women who had lived
together for 14 years and who had
been a great help and comfort to
each other. Each of them being more
or less alone in the world, they decided fourteen years ago to live together and care for each ottier, which
they have done harmoniously ever
since.

The two were Mrs. Abel Klaver-

inga and Mrs. A. Koster, who made
their home at 369 River avenue. On

er from its hook in his hotel room,
after shooting himself early, Louis
Thursday death came to Mrs. Kla- F Wigbell, a printer of 2232 Warveringa at the age of 87. The funeral will be held Saturday afternoonat ren avenue, Chicago probably, saved
2 o’clock at the home, Rev. James * his life. The telephone operator
Wayer officiating.Mrs. Klaveringa heard groans coming over the wire.
is survived by three grandchildren, The hotel employees broke into the
Abel Greving, Mrs. A. Diekema and room and found Wigbell unconscious.
Mrs. G. Looman, all of North HolIn Bellevue Hospital, Wigbell said
his family lived in Norwood, Ohio,
SHOOTS HIMSELF BUT OPEN
PHONE SAVES HIS LIFE but he refused to saw why he shot
By knocking the telephonerecelv. himself.

Slippers For Christmas!

Page

bTATE OFFICER THINKS
COFFEE CLUE HE Al« A
tdUEER INbTllu liUN
F. B. Freeman, of Detroit, aasocuue aiaie secretary of me t. M. C.
A., was tu noiiand Thursday on a
Mnd oi prehminary four oi nupect.on oi me Uuawa County Y. Mr.
r Reman receauy came io M.chigau
irom

me nauonai assoc. awon

Next

io

I

am glad you remind me. For father, mother, sister, brother and oh! the
all need S'ippers. I’ll jut gj over to the Enterprise Shoe Store for

they have a big line of
liers,

of

all

kinds of slippers. Lets see, for father a pair of Cava-

Fausts or Romeo’s for mother, a pair of Romeo’s or Juliets for

Comfys with

sister, a pair

and a pair of Everetts or Opera’s,
the Boot, and the best thing the

soft pidded. soles, for brother

and the baby a pair of soft Comfy or Puss
price is very reasonablethis year.

in

to First

State Bank, Holland

serve as assoc.ate state secretary,
tv uu
Deg. nmng ot ti.e new
year ne will assume me office ot suie
secretary to succeed L. L. uueil wno
will retire at that time. Mr. liueu
has served iu state secretary for
years anu wuen ne ueCideu to retire
ne picked Mr. Freeman as Jus suc-

me

In order to show our appreciation of the fplrndid patronage we have received, we will make
it possible for you to save even more than here-

cessor.

Accompanied by County Secretary
Smith, Mr. Freeman visited the
coopersville
people Wednesday
nignl. Thursday forenoon he took
advantage of the codec ciuus at local
icstaurants to visit with many of the
Y men in Holland who freqvjentthose
clubs. The club struck the state officer as a strange institution but he
urank cotfee with the rest of them in
a spirit of genuine good fellowship.
He visited Grand Haven Thursday
afternoon, and tonight he will pay a
visit to the Y in Zeeland.

tofore.

A specially low price has

At & meeting of the Zeeland Advertisingclub the matter of retaining
the Art Products as a Zeeland institu
tion came up, and it was decided that
all efforts should be made to keep
them there. Accordinglythe indus-

been placed on our

fine line of

WOOLEN BLANKETS
.andve

invite you to come and inspect, both
quality and size.
While we specialize in Blankets, we are showing
some real bargains in Mens goods:

ZEELAND HOPES TO KEEP
THE ART PRODUCTS 00.

baby, they

Army Store

The

Y

Oh! the very Thing.

ElereiK?

Sheep Lined Coats, Makinaws,
Corduroys and Breeches

J

trial committee got busy and made
a determined effort to bring about
the desired results.As a consequence
licvelopmonts have already begun
and the company has secured an option on some property.The company
has a pay roll of somewhere around
$400 weekly and this loss would
mean considerableto Zeeland bbsi-

|

,

,

'

“Merchandise

1

a Price”

at

)

j

.

ness.

=5 River Avenue

Holland, Mich.

Enterpris;

M

Shoe Store

The company has many

flattering

is

I

from some half dozen cities in
Michigan but if proper housing can
be secured the chances are that they
will remain in Zeeland. The company
has obtained options on the pronerty
known as Karsten’sGarage and also
on the propertyowned by Isaac Van
Dyke Co. Plans for reorganization
of the company are being prepared.
The Art Products was organ :zed
aboue four years ago and by their
own efforts have gained a reputation for their products excelled
none in the United States.
offers

our strong point.

^

,

i

la

Army Surplus

,

The

Property Store
5 West

th

8

Stf

OTTAWA COUNTY
ROAD MAPS CORRECT
FOR TWO YEARS
Of gfcat interest to Ottawa counannouncement that the ollic.al roau maps isslied by the Ottawa County road commission every year, win soon be
compiled anu gotten ready lor d.atr.cUtion in the coming spring.
The official maps are tne most reliauie tliut can be secured for motorists and as many new distance mea-urementa, locat.ona and the new
roads have been added, there will be
quite a need for this handy puoiicaty motorists will come the

.1

S.&H.

STAMPS

£//.

S.

Pratical Holiday GiftsI * ..

*rc

-M

*

mm

tion.

Made
At

in three sizes, 5c;
all

Dealers.

2 for 15c

and 10c.

Special Price by the Box for X-mas.

VAN TONGEREN CIGAR

CO .

MAKERS.

Holland, Mich.

Christmas Suggestions!

Five thousands copies of the road
maps will be printed for distribution
vo utiawa county motorists. The
road commission maps are highly
prized for their exactnessand some
•uea of the great pains that is taken
in their makeup may be gleaned
from the change that was made this
year in the location of the town of

What

more, we

is

also

quafantee

all our

merchan-

dise to be the best of quality for the price.
Suit*

Luther Vests

Suit

Shirt*

Underwear

Bags

Handkerchiefs

Shoes

Hose

Umbrellas

Flannel Shirts

Slippers

Socks

Neckties

Swetters

Bath Robes

Collars

Overcotts

Suspenders

Mackinaws

Rubber Boots

Top Coats

Brits

Sheep Coats

Come

Bnckels

—

— -

Cases

Tie Pins

'

Hats—

Bags

Boston Bags
Overalls

St.

Ladies Handkerchiefs in fancy boxes. 8 in box a 25c. 30c. 60c,
60c. 86c, >1.00, $1.26, $1.35, S1.60, $2.25 and $2.M a box.

Children’sHandkerchiefs, embroidered designs,

SPANISH

in.

box • I6c,

*

Fancy Colored Towels and Wash
Cloths to Match.
Kancy colored Towel sets
150, 1.76, 1

85.

2

in boxes a 85c, $1.00, $1.15, 11.25,

25 and 2.50 a box.

Several pieces of

all

linen table Damask 20 pet discount

Ladies Chamoisette Gloves in black, beaver, brown and gray
shades. Double silk lined Gloves.

Fancy Boudoir caps

a 25c. 30c. 60c, 60c, 76c, 1,00, 1

25 and

150.

known now,

Children'sFancy Handbags a 26c, and 60c.
Dresser Scarfs, with hemstitched and lace borders.

Fancy white aprons a 46c. to 1 60 each.
Fancy Blankets for bath robes.
Ladies’ camisoles,pink, navy and brown satin.
Splendid line of Wool Gauntlets and Wool Hosiery.

WAR VETERANS

Ladies’ Silk Hosiery all prices.

ELECT NEW OFFICERS
At the annual business meeting of
Holland Camp No. 38, United Spanish War Veterans,the following cflicers were elected to s .rve (luring
1923: Commander, E. F. Gourdeau;
Sr. Vice Confmander, Anthony We*ttate; Jr. Vice Commander,Henry
VanLente; Adjutant,H. P. Wo'.tman;
Quartermaster,T. Vander Water; Sr.
Color Bearer, T. P. Eastman; Jr. Color Bearer, John Pepple; trustee, 3
years, JameS Pe Free; P^ens Cor:,
G. W. Moonjey; Historian, Ji Hofli'?

Gifts for Babies
t
pink.

Blue and pink figured

Blankets. . ’ • *.•.»

Wool crib blankets and bound blankets,white, blue and
• *
•

Infante mittens in white and

\

John Hom-

t

Bootes, knit caps, hoods and
White drawer leggins.

Emb

color?.
veils.

‘

v

- 'V,

’

bibs, lawn and crepe de-chines.
(

Watch Chains
Cuff Links

to

have great

Holland

>.
t

the maps
are entirely correct as to location of
various points and the new road locations. All corrections have been
made and the Vriesiand correction
was the final one as far as tne positions of communities is concerned.
is

3

20c, 25c. and 60c. a box.

1>; Children’sSleeping Garments Denton. >

NOTIER VAN ARK CO.
27 W. 8th

Also embroidered edges and Venite lace edges.

.

fold; Installing Officer,
feld. *

Caps

us if you wish your money
perchasing power.
to

Collar

Beautifulline of Swiss and Linen Handkerchiefs, with embroidered corners in white and colors.

distancementioned.
• Several trunk line roads have
been rerouted, as the one at Marne
being an example. All of tnese cor.eci.ons anu aouitions must be made
apparent on the new maps. The
routing has been done lor some
i.me in advance so that it is thot
that the present map will be conect
up to about 1925. The 5000 copies
which are being printed will take
care of the three thousand or more
motoristsresid.ng within the counSo far as

Useful gifts that will please the recipient of same,
are always found at Notier Van Ark Co.

Silk and Linen Handkerchiefa, white and colon.

Vriesiand.
it seems that Vriesiand was one
mile too far from its real position or.
the former road commiss.on map so
mat a change was made for the sake
of exactnessthe county map makers
moving the town a distance of onehalf inch on the map. The scale of
miles on the map 1& shown as the

ty-

m

Handkerchiefs

The E. S. H. chapter of the D A
R. met Thursday afternoon at the
home of of Mrs. C. II. McBride. The
program consisted of a playlet entitled “Play-goers,”by Pinero, very
cleverly enacted by the following H.
S Students, coached by Miss Mabel
Anthony of the II. S. Facutly:

Cashmere Jackets (Embroidered).
Infants Sweaters and Knit Jackets.

Mistress, Maine Boone; Master.
Ruth ford Huizenga; Parlor Maid, Alice Donnelly; cock. Kathleen Mer'en: useful maid, Clarissa Popp?n;
kitchen maid, Sara Lacey; hou.-emaid
Lillian Schmidt; 0dd man, John
Mulder Two Trio selections “Min-

G. Van Putten
202-204 River Avenue

uet” and “Cradle Song” were sung
by Mrs. Waltz, Mrs. Wm. Vanden
Berg nnd Miss Myrtle Beach The
1 ladies were accompanied by Mrs. M.
Robbins.

Holland,
s'

-

•

Michigan

-I

Ff
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Holland City Hews
SOUTH OTTAWA
BIRD MEN HAVE MANY
WINNERS AT SHOW

PHEONK HOES
They Catch

the

Eye

The first annual Poultry Show of
the South Ottawa Countv-Seat Poultry Asaociationi at GranJ Haven will
close tonight after a most successful
exhibition, well patronized by the
patrons from all over the county,
'ihere were many birdj from Holland placed on exhibition it is said, in
fact some 75 in numben
Among the exhibitors from Holland and Zeeland were Nick Brouwer,

Gerris R. Vos, W. Wilson, Bekker
Bros, James J. De Koeter, Harry
Scholtenand Dick Derks. From Zeeland Q. De Vries, and from Hudsonville, G. Caball, besides a large

num-

ORDERS

FOR

George Caball, Hudsonville.-%•.
!
ISSUED
SOUCITS FUNDS FOR TITE
in the utility class the following
VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
CLOSING STATIONS
were awarded places: First cockerel,
Nick Brower, Holland; 2nd and 3rd
J. D. Goldberg,of Grand Haven. 1st
Capt. Will Hutchinson,of the VolOrders are being iasued at the dispullet, J. D. Goldberg, Grand Haven;
trict superintendent’s
office for the unteers of America, has been in Hol2nd and 3rd, Geo. Caball, Hudson- closing of Coast Guard stations dur- land the past few days to solicit
ville. First pen, Nick Brower, Holing the winter months. Station 270,
land; 2nd, Albert Elzinga, Coopers- at Grand Haven will remain open as funds for that organization. He is
ville and 3rd, J. D. Goldberg of well as 269 at Muskegon. 266 at covering western Michigan in this
Grand Haven.
Ludington and 263 at Frankfort. All work and he met with quite a reIn the single comb Anconas of the
of these porta have car ferries run- sponee in Holland. Volunteers are
standard class ribbons were awarded
ning out of them with the exception i home missionaryand philanthropic
as follow*: 1st cock, Ryan Bulthuis
of Muskegon which has two all year
of Muskegon; first hen and second round steamer lines. Stations will organizationthat holds gospel services among non-church people and
Bekker Bros., Holland; 1st and 2nd
have a man in charge and two men
cockerels, Ryan Bulthuis, of Muskemaintains homes for destitute womas complement during the time that
gon; 1st and 2nd pullet, Bekker Bros,
en and children. Their meeting
they are not on the active servlca
of Holland.
places are known as “Hope Halls.’'
list. This does not effect the staSingle comb Rhode IsLnd Reds,
tions at White Lake and Pentwater,
utility, 1st pen, W. Tietz. Jr., Grand
who wish to donate to this cau«e may
Haven. Single Comb, Rhode Island which are already closed. The order !! 110 ion0«ey K
Hutchinson
will take effect Deceber 81st and Hie
White, 1st utility pen and 1st stanstations
will
be
closed
for
two
Rapids'120
Pear
St
NW*’
Grind
dard cockerel. D. Derks, Holland.
Rose Comb, Rhode Island Whites, months.

^

ber from Grand Haven and North
Ottawa.
Many premiums were also won in
Zeeland and Holland. In the White 1st pen, hens, utility; 1st pen pullets,
Wyandotte Utility Class, Holland utility; 1st cock, utility; 1st cockerel,
NOTICE
won os follows: First Cock, W. Wil- util’ty. Henry Scholten, Holland.
To
the
taxpayers
of Olive Township:
son; first cockerel, W. Wilson; 1st
There were also a large list of winpen, W. Wilson won second premium. ners in other parts of county but I will be at the followingplaces to
They fit the purse as well as
Standard White Leghorns: 1st space forbids giving the entire collect taxes, the First State bank
group Those printed winners in- at Holland, Dec. 16-23-30, Jan. 6, H.
the ankle and they satisfy the co^k' BLekk®r.l?r08-'1 Holl®nd , _
Koop store at Borculo, Dec. 27-Jan.
,
ln ^e Utility Class: 1st cock, Q. clude those from South Ottawa.
demand tor milage; hey Will DeVries of Zeeland; 3rd prize also by
3 at B. Gebben store, West Olive;
De Vries of Zeeland; and 5th
Dec. 26-Jan 2; every Friday at home.
wear out, but they take their
prize, Q, De Vries.; pen of old birds, MANY HOLLAND JURORS FOR
Jacob Kraai,
time about it.
JANUARY TERM OF COURT
1st prize Q. De Vries of Zeeland; and
Olive Township Treas.
assortment of styles pen of pullets, 1st, L. C. Lalser of
Spring Lake.
Holland and Park townships also
and colors is very large.
Barred Rocks, Standard class: 1st
Expires Dec. 30 — 9620
have their quota of jurors as the
Make this your headquar- cockerel, George Caball of Hudson- following appear among those apSTATE OF MICHIGAN— The Proville; second, J D. Goldberg and sons
pointed in Ottawa county to serve in,
ters for Holiday Hosiery.
bate Court for the County of Ottawa.
of Grand Haven and third and fourth
Circuit Court in January, 1923:
At a session of said court held at
G. R. Vos of Holland. First pullet,
Holland City, 4th Ward, Leonard
the probate office, in the city of
•‘econd and third, George Caball of
Visscher; Holland City, 5th Ward, Grand Haven, in said county, on the
Rudsonville:fourth. J. D. Goldberg
& Son of Grand Haven. First hen, Herman Vos; Holland City, 6th ward, 8th day of December, A. D. 1922.
Egbert Dyke; Zeeland City, Richard
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof,
George Caball, Hudsonville;1st pen.
26 E. 8th Street
Nies; Allendale township, John
Judge of Probate.
Kuite; Blendon township,Fred BerIn the Matter of the estate of
ens; Chester township,F. H. HarriEngbert Beekman, Deceased
son; Crockery township.W. Withey;
Mrs. AHce Beekman having filed
Georgetowntownship, Adrian Evin said court her petition praying
erse; Grand Haven township, Wm.
Grath; Holland Township, Gerrit that said court adjudicateand determine who were at the time of his
Nagelhout; .. Jamestown.. township,
death the legal heirs of said deceased
Dick Smallegan;Olive township, John
and entitled to inherit the real esHoet;
Park
township,
Geo.
Straight;
In a few minutes' talk over Long
Polkton township, Simon Liefers; tate of which said deceased died
Distance telephone you can tell your
seized.
Robinson township, Art Brems;
It is ordered that the
story — reply to questions— receive
Spring Lake township,Henry Klint8th day of Jahuary A. D. 1923
worth;
Tallmadge
township,
Henry
your answer. The greatest means ever
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
Hall; Wright township,Wm. Zacharsa.d probate office, be and is hereby
devised for facilitating business is at
;as; Zeeland township, Cornelius Van
appointed for hearing said petition;
Farowe; Grand Haven 1st ward, H.
your elbow.
It is further ordered that public
Hoebeke: Grand Haven 2nd ward.
Fred Addison: Grand Haven 3rd notice thereof be given by publication of a copy of this order, for
ward, Isaac ,De Pagter; Grand Hathree
successive weeks previous to
ven, 4th ward, Wm. Byl.
said day of hearing in the Holland
MICHIGAN
B TELEPHONE CO.
(Tty News, a newspaper printed and
circulated In said county.
The Lincoln P-T club will hold a
James J. Danhof.
Lit Them Htar Your Voie* — Utr Long Dutaner
community tea next Thursday even- A true
Judge of Probate
ing at 7:30. Christmascarols will be
Cora Vande Water,
sung by the children. The parents
Register of Probate.
are cordially

, »

The Woman’s Relief Corpa held
the.r annual el€ction'"ind')rSuiin«i»
meeting in their hall. Plan* weromade for a Christmas tree next WecN
net4ay evening for the members and.
ramuies,and every member ia saked
to bring
brin~ a~ ten cent gift.
At the election the followingofflcers
rs for 1923 were elected: President. Minnie Oosting; senior V. P.r
Mrs. Frank Girard; J. V. P., Ruth
Nash; chaplain, Anna Lawver; treasurer. Mae Hiler: conductor,Edith
Phillips;guard, Blanch Harben.

SWEET CIDER
Sweet cider for sale
anywhere in the city in

delivered

15 gallon
kegi at 25c p< r gallon. Or 80c per
single gallon, with or without preser-

„ 4t

atives.

E. H.

Dec. 14

HOUSE, Phone

5,

Saugatuck, Mich.
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Our

What would make a more
substantial Xmas present then

FRENCHCLOAKSTORE

a nice pair of Blankets.

We

have them to fit; our
and your pocket beck.

Bed

A good

pair of Blankets for
$2.00 a pair and up.

JUST RECEIVED
A

STATE

big line of

Curtain Dra-

peries. Also

copy

invited.

25 Doz. Figured Tuikish

i

TowjI;,5

Christmas Shopping

Taylor & Van der Wege’s Poultry Cure

the 60c. kind for
j

For your Poultry.Keep your birds

At Our Two Stores

Wealthy and Productive,

Get

Your Dealers

A.t

39c. Each

it

At Our 13th St. Store
Christmas suggestionscan be had in the New Idea
Dress Patterns, Diy foods and Notioi s, Shoes and Toys.
At Our Central Avenue Store
Gifts in the line of Shoes, Slipp rs. Suitcases,
Slippers are always acceptable.

INSURANCE
IN RELIABLE

AMERICAN
COMPANIES

FIRE
Phone

Electric

6

our Stores for Quality and Price
Shoe Repairing done with

St

NICK

ARKNDSHORST

2120

J.

Visit

170

East 8th Street

Comfy

West 13th

all possible speed

KAMMERAAD
384 Central

N. B. See us for Xmas Hdkf.

Avenue
fc!

The Best

Gift for

Him

Would be a

p. s.

boter

& co.

OVERCOAT

i

What more

pleasantly expresses the warm, friendly spirit of Christmas, than a Stylish
of Thick, Warm Fluffy Wool?

OVERCOAT

You’ll find the

Greatest Variety of Fine Coats Here!
1

***

GREAT VALUES

$15.50

P. S.

to

$45.00

BOTER & CO
_

_

I

_

___

.....

m

HOLLARD OUT

STANTON CHAiOED WITH

(fry lolterwu.l>inc** took a carefulaur-

ray of

no on*

and of the three oak tree*
In front— eyen Celt their bark to familiarise himself with them. At the
corner he sourht the name of the
street, on the lamp, but the glam had
been broken, learlng only a red "L"
and the fragments and *'e.” But no
matter— he would know where to turn,
would know the house when abreast

I

Periwinkle

rlAlfQP

of

It

By Opie Read

flon. Disliking to mil too mneh attention to hlmoelf,Drace walked away
heary-hearted.For a long time he
Rube R. SUnton of Holland who
wandered the itreett. He came to the
levee, and the French market. He haa been in Virginia lor tome time,
went Into the old St. Louis cemetery, but recently returned,was arrested
and looked niton the novel sight of by the police department of this
city on the charge of obtaining monbodies sepuloheredIn a wall with
ey on false pretenses.
door* like a furnace. These comportStanton who is well known in this
ments, he learned, were rented by the city claimed to have money in the
month to the poor^ and a short tenan- Kauwana Trust Co. bank of Charlestry It was for many a son and daugh- town, W. Vs. and cashed a check on
ter of penury answeringEternity’s Holland City State bank for (160, on
call, for when the grim agent failed the First State Bank for (100 and
to colleet the pittance promised by on John Rutgers Clothing store for
sorrow, the shrouded renter was evict- $60, all supposed to be drawn from
his personal recount at the Virginia
ed— an old Spanish custom, Drace was
bank.
All three checks returned however
Recalled by these grim surroundings with the informationthat there were
to the purpose that had brought him no funds, and Otto Kramer immedto the South. Drnee now determined iately made out a complaint asking
to give himself wholly to his quest for for the arrest of Stanton.
OfficersSweeringa and Cramer
Stepho la Vltte. He returned to the
hotel, and found Shotile nervous In n took Stanton from the Interurban
cloud of srnbke. The floor was cov- car as he came from Grand Rapids,
late Frida/ night and he was Arraign*.
ered with burned matches and the
ed before Justice Van Schelven oav
Satstubs of cigars.
| urday morning and was bound over

FALSE PRETENSES

St.

Charles. The streetswere quiet. But
a wagon rattled by, and he saw that

was

It

filled with

wounded men. He

thought of Shuttle and h!s spirit was
oppressedwith sorrow. Shot tie's es

cape must have been Impossible, and
tomorrow they would take his body,
throw It Into some oozy hole and cover
It with mud.

UluttraUd bjr

R. H. Living* tone

In the lobby of the St. Charles

OBTAUdNO MONEY ON

that they know them or their deetlna-

It.

Now Drace hastened toward the

nws

told.

men

|

’

stood in groups, talking of the full in

C«<wn«bl.Tm Mi BrndleaU, 1m.

•

SYNOPSIS

the price of cotton. The riot, which
to Drace had meant so much, was not

•

even known, so accustomed was the
town to scenes of violence. Peace
CHAPTER I— The time Is the late 'Mi
ar early ’TOs and the scene a steamboat asked the clerk If Shuttle had come In.
on the .Mississippi river. All the types No; his key was In the box. Then
of the period are present and the floating palace Is distinguished by merriment, Drace thought that surely Liberty
dancing and gallantry. There are the must he dead or wounded, hauled
customary drl:.Klng and gambling also.
Virgil Drace, a young northern man, Is away to suffer. He went forth again,
on his way south on a missionof revenge. to the department of police, to the
He meets an eccentric character In the
person of one Liberty Shottle,who Is cavalry barracks, but nothing could
constantly tempting the goddess of he learn. Then In his room he sat
chance. They form a singularcompact.
—
1 sorrowing over
his friend and yet
CHAPTER II.— Drace gets his mind off thrilledwith a selfish happiness, for
bis mission by enteringInto deck sports
In which he exhibits an unusual athletic he had found the barbaric rosemaid.
prowess. Liberty Shottle is agam un- He went to hod. tossed, slept, dreamed
lucky at curds and attempts a financial
negotiation with Drace. The latior. see- in a mingling of distress and gladness,
ing an opportunityto use Shotile, con- and awoke. Shuttle was standing In
fides to him that his mission Is to And

,

"Lib. I’m crushed." nnnounei>d D-nce. ] to circuit court.

"So am

the

• ,,

CHAPTER IV.— Dmce passes an uneasy
night to-n by the suspicionthat Nadine
Is the daughter of old Stepho la Vllte.
now an admitted outlaw. Now. more
than ever. Is he resolvedto And where
the girl lives end to And Stepho. Drace
and Shottle begin a search of th« city.
In one of their nocturnal pilgrimages
fhey come upon a mob Intent upon hanging a poor wretch from the limb of a
tree. It Is a typical carpetbag execution
and aroused the resentment of an opposing mob of ctUsenf. Drace takes a hand
In the fight which starts and Is Instrumental In preventingthe exe utlon. From
a window oppositethe scene, he catches
a glimpse of one he Is sure Is Nadin*

long legs.

Not many shots were fired. The
made a criminalof the

Is

authorities

who curried a gun or concealed
his house. It was a hand-to-hand

the Union

College
i

.

|

CHAPTER V

|

Grand Haven

Thursday.

'

(

I

Although the total subscribedloAn hour later Drnre and Shottle re- I cally is $2250, the actual amount in
turned to their hotel after a cere- hand is only $1700. In view of the
fact that nothing is credited at the
monious visit with Colonel Josh. The
headquartersexcept the actual cash
Colonel knew of Stepho, had Indeed cn hand, the full amount will not be
met him once, and he promised to credited to Holland until the pledges
make discreet Inquiries that should are paid. The full amount must be
without fail disclose the creole’s in before the end of the year if the
I RockefellerMemorial fund is to be
whereabouts.
Hardly had Drace reached his room, 1 secured and Mrs. Wayer is reminding
however, before a visitor was shown those who have pledged amounts that
it would be highly desirable to pay
In — a visitor who Introduced himself
them before Christmas so that she
as an agent of the New Orleans powill have time to settle with headlice departmentand who had a most
quarters in time.
distressingcommunicationto make:
It was known that Mr. Drace and
his friend had taken part In a recent
riot. Mr. Drace wns one of the leaders. had severely wounded more than
one man. and without cause, being
from the North, Just arrived, and having no possible Interest In the city.
However, he was to he treated with
more of lenity than would rhyme with
his crime, for Instead of punishment
he wns only to he banished, along with
his friend. A steamboat, the Bumblebee, bound northward, would leave
next morning. The chief of police
would grieve If Mr. Drace and his
W-.-'
friend fulled to register among the
1

took out a cigar and

|

,

,

|

•

I

,

f

I

as sure ns buying houses and lots. If

In exactly two hundred, and here I
am ns refreshed as a horse grazing on

strife, the breaking of heads, the cut-

I
I

passengers.

With scarcely twelve hours left In
which to find Stepho la Vltte, Drace
•"Colonel, I congratulate you!" said
paced the streets in an agony of anxiety. making a hundred plans to find
The two breakfastedtogether, and
Stepho or to outwit the New Orleans
then Drace set out to find again the
( officials and prolong his stay, but all
house at the scene of the riot— the
In vnln.
house at the window of which he had
Colonel Josh did not appear, but he
seen the face of Nadine la Vltte. At
seemed to have embarked upon the
length he found himself In the side
quest, for when the distracted Drnee
street where he had taken refuge the
called at his quarters about midnight
night Irefore, and turning out of this
the old fellow wns still absent. Dawn
he came to the tree from the limb of
which he had cut down the half- brought Drace buck again, for all his
other endeavors had been unsuccessstrangled victim of the mob. There op-

ting of throats. A big. red-shlrtednegro with razor gleamingIn the smoky

clover."

Drace.

made a grub at Drace, who had
just room enough to leap buck and
strike with his saber; but the agile
negro dodged, the blow was caught by
a brick wall and the blade was broken
off at the handle. But with the blit, a
boxing glove of steel, Drace knocked
the negro down and then passed over
his body, striking right and left, pushing onward to the front, where the
jugged ranks saw-toothed ond Into the
light

vA-.V

.c?

f

I

*

other.
to save the

was the house ami there was ful, and hut two hours remained be.'ore
the window at which he had seen Na- the Bumblebee'sdeparture.
Routed out of bed, the Colonel kept
dine's face; hut across the window,
boards had been nailed! The other Drace waiting a full half hour before

(j

,

-'-f'

\r

\

f:

r

>• .

•

posite

hanging mi n, who. without full enough
to break his neck, was strung up to
tight his

total of

funu in Holland nas reached $2Z()0,
sion. I must find Stepho In Vltte."
Airs. James Vvayer, in charge ot the
Shottle got up and shook bunds with I 1Ui4(i announceu triday. This fund
his friend. He swore that he would is being collected as u result of a
make the search the aim of his life. plea made lor it some time ago by
"Suppose you hire me by the day," he Dr lua Scudoer. Slid further sums
suggested."A man does better work are expected by Mrs. Wayer before
the campaign closes the last day of
by the day. He always has fresh stimthe year.
ulus every time the sun rises."
Mrs. Wayer spoke in behalf of the
“Very well— ten dollars n day."
fund in the Congregationalchurch
“That's liberal, Virgil, and I’ll take in Muskegon, anu a drive is being
It. And let's get Old .lush to help us. neld this week in that city among
lie Is more or less acquaintedwit-•| clubs and societies. Mrs. Wayer also
KihuIio’snnhlts.”
' receiveda check for $100 from

you've got the patience. I Invested
cautiously till about daylight,cashed

citizen

Dmce was

The

"I expect to fulfill my sacred mis-

[

without cause.

strangle.

1

expect—’’

was of advantage. The old carbine
I had wouldn’t si: >t, and 1 want to
tell you that mauling darky heads
with a piece of Iron Is hard work. 1
looked about for you but couldn’t find
you, and knowing that you knew how
to take care of yourself, I began to
sniff for a way to get out, found a
hole Id a wall, ducked through and
scooted. That was all natural enough.
Anybody could have done that. But
now comes the Insptrntloimlpart. I
got around Into Royal street and met
a steamboat captain who asked me to
have a drink, ami I needed It, for 1
had been hard at work.
"So I wont In with him. And then
up I hops to a gambling house with
the money you’d paid me for Introducing you to Nadine la Vltte. The
poker tables were full, so I nipped In
modestlyat the faro-hank. That’s not
a very swift game, hut sometimes it

and reproach upon his native stateAt this time of man’s madness nature could not restrain the Introduction of her own grim humor. Dogs
gathered In the open space between
the bands of advancing rioters,and
fought, howling, the victims of wounds

was

and give the whole tiling up, or do you

“Virgil, I fought as long as I thought

fight the scoundrels that cast discred-

struggle now

UNION COLLEGE FUND
REACHES SUM OF $2250

going to come to your puritanicsenses

It

it

The

"That’s tough, all right. But what
are you going to do about It? Are you

lighted It.

Some one gave him an old carbine
and another fcave Drace u cavalry
ber. 'yie mnn from the North
grasped It, feeling that he was H

it In

He

He stated to Chief of Police Van
Ry that he hid been drinking and
lost his money. Further then that he
had no comment to make.

happen

"Nadine Is gone. The place Is milled

n

banknote.

It

op.”

"v

a certain ox-guerrllla, Stepho la Vllte, the room.
who bad murdered Drace’s father. It Is
“Thank the Lord !" cried Drace, and
his determinationannoun ed to his new
Chum, to hang l.a Vltte os high as sprang out of bed.
Haman. Drace lias be ome enamorod
“That's what I say, friend Virgil,
of a mysteriousbeauty aboard the boat.
' But you will please address me as
CHAPTER III.— The steamer reach?.
«hoi(lp T mn n froo mnn
New Orleans, at that time In
I ^ 1
1 u'n
"l™.
what turbulentthives «( curpei^ag
gov- t Here!
- F1
•mment. tiiumi-, L-ecomes posaeBaed of
He held forth an envelope; opening
tickets for the French ball, a great
societyevent, and proposes tnat Drace It. Drace took out a hundred-dollnr
accompanyhim to the affair. The youn^
men attend and Drace unexpectedlymee.s
the girl who had lir.d bis hear, aboa d
"What does this moan, Lib?"
the steaiiK-r. Site Is ac ompanied by one
“I am Colonel Shottle,sir, and not
Boyce, whose proprietaryInterest Indicates that he Is her fiance. Through Lib."
stratagem Shottlelearns that the name
“I beg your pardon, Colonel;hut
of the g!rl Is Nadine la Vltte and that
her compan'on of the evening Is the man what does this mean?"
who Is seeking to marry her.
Shottle sat down and crossed Ids

But how does

I.

that the dust-cart drove over you too?"

the first mnn to

way to him. He dropped his

m

he put In an npjvniance. Then, however. he offered a faint ray of hope.
He had dl«covered that n certain
limb of the tree with one hand and
Frenchman, a wine dealer, T. 'nj at
cut the man down.
an address he produced scrawled ifi
tion?
Catching up his weapon, he was
An old negro In nondescript livery paper, was reported to be an Intimate
about to mix In the fight again when came down the walk from a house n of Stepho. Possibly from him Sir.
the sharp scream of a woman caught few doors away. He might have been , Drace might—
and held him for a moment. He footman to a harlequin. Rut when
Dmce hurriedly explainedthe deglanced hurriedly about; at various Drace spoke to him, the dignified cree which had banished him ; then he
windows were lights and silhouetted change In his countenance appeared "presented" the Colonel with a check
figuresof onlookers. But ns If drawn to alter even the aspect of his nttlre; on account, asked him to convey his
by some lode-done Instinct his eyes and now he might hove been usher to respects to Miss Lucy and took his
went to n second-story window Just a governor. This quick .change had ! departure.
beyond the tree ; and there, In the been brought about by his Intuitive
On hls#ay to the Frenchman's he
strong light of a lamp Just behind her, discovery that Drace was a man of
stopped at the hotel, where he found
he saw again the face of the barbaric consequence.
Shottle strapping up their baggage—
rose maid, Nadine la Vltte.
"Do you know anything about the
windows, too. and the doors, were
nailed up; the place was deserted.
Could that face at the window have
been only a creature of his Imagina-

steel boxing glove, grabbed out his
knife, leaped up. caught hold of the

HOME

__

^ w'^out 8 pi8no? Can 8 money value be placed npon thr pleasure a pianogives? Is it not a home maker? Is its music not characterbuihing?

Into the hearts of a*),

it

wondrous inspiration;

inculcates the love of better music- the drsnr for

bifgrrthinp.It is a

invigoratesthe imaginationi Like Alnddin'i- manic bmp,

it

its

straias ear*

ry one away from the sorrows and worries of every day life, in* reaine- of rapture azd eajojaicnl

.

Like s mystic thread,
Its

it

connectsoue with the past and gives

visior.s

of the future.

music has charm for every member of the family.

The Bush & Lane Cicllian

|

and a police officialpaying an informal
lived acroas the street?" but suggestive cnll. An hour’s grace
Drnee asked.
remained. Drace paid his score at the

Instantly he whirled and strove to

which he saw
In the wall before the house. But now
came a new cry and a scramble for
safety'.A troop of United States cavairy came sweeping the thoroughfare
from curb to curb, their drawn sabers
flashing,the aroused anger of Uncle
— Sam rebuking a riot Not to run was
to be trampled to death, "but Drace
Btood an Instant to look about for
Shottle. He could not find him, however, and he had to seek his own safety, for the cavalry were near, spreading out upon the sidewalk.
With divers others, he stood not
upon the order of his going but ran
back down the street and then hurried
fight his

down

way

people

to a gate

a side street out of the path of

the troopers.There he waited until
the tumult had subsided— perhaps an
hour. Then he made hla way back to

A pioneer, a leader— foremostof

who

"Wall, no

sah."
^

THE PIANO ANYONE CAN PLA

snh ;

da wua

po' folks,

.

"Then you don’t know where they

desk, sent his baggage to the boat and
then, summoning a cab, drove off with
Shottle to the house of the French-

man.

proved to be a mean abode,
"No snh. My ’ployraentIs ter look both wineshop and dwelling. Drace
after folks ob er higher 'dltlon, aah. knocked eagerly. A small man, his
mustache dyed, came to the door,
An den ter preach on Sunday."
"Oh. you nre a preacher."
blinking.
"I beg your pardon, sir, but I am a
"Called, afih, wld er blast from de
went."

It

"Does your church ever need
money?" In a moment he lost his

friend of Mr. la Vltte, and — "
"Pardon, monsieur, but you do not

I
t

"But I am. And I came with word
"Look yeah, boss, whut’s er nigger that will be of advantageto him. The
church fur ef It ain’t ter need money? police nre after him—"
"Aw, he know zat. Monsieur would
Co'se It need money. But what you
trouble himself for nothing. Good
gwlne do erhout It?

"Ynssuh,"he snld, when Drace had
wanned him with a greenback,"I
reckon dejr done moved away. There
the scene of the riot.
The house at the window of which wns er kind of rumpus last night. And
he thought he had glimpsedthe face I reckon they-allthought It wasn’t no
of Nadine la Vltte was now dark. But place fob dem no mo'; dey ler mighty
Ut spite of the curious glances of syp- sudden-like,uhty dls mawnln’."

today. It has made music-

the very finest kind -possible for

eveay one.
I£is an instrument that meets the musical nerds acd the individual slilitlrsof rxeij
It is

mm Ur

of the family*

peculiarly adapted to those that play and those that do not.

One has bu
music starts. At

to

all

insert the d sired music roll in the player-piano,

and by

a gentle

movemer t of the

feet the

times the musicaleffects are at the controlof the pianist. Hr (an ngulate the tempo, empha-

size or subdue the treble «-r bass at will. If desired he can skip passages of

and accent, which are the goal of players by hand,

is

t!

e

music. AM

the niceties of expression

at his command.

A mere child can secure musical resul s from the Cecilian player-pianothat would tale years af patient stady
and practice.
there any doubt that it is a boon to the rnu.ic lover unable to

play? All musk

is

at his disposal — withou

effort on his part.
It is

look like him, ze friend."

dignity.

pisro< is the Bush dr Lane Cecilian. To it has been attributed, in

large degree, the growing love for music to n auife»t

Is

trumpet."

player-

Yi

by

its

ideally suited to the child just beginning to learo.

use. The splendid music thot

it

Many music teachers srf plmiM a child's instruction
which the child always stiivea. It shews how the

gives is a Mandard- for

music should be played. By letting a child *b*« rb high dais music, it will awiker

ai

d ctvelcp a love for die best

which will be a child’s most precious possession in later yean.
The Bush & Lane Cecilian

made

is

practically iwo pianos in

especially strong, plus the very best

(

one.

It is

the finest Lind tf

a Bush &

Lane p;aeo

luying me» hanism that can be mare.

morning."
"Just a moment, please. You have
no need to look on me with suspicion.
I

am

his friend— and— "
"If you his friend," Interrupted the

man, “you know he gone— to Europe,
on steamer to France."
(TO

BE CONTINUED.)

BUSH and LANE PIANO CO,, HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

rn
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WESTERN UNION.'.

:

with Flowers

it

- v.

.

<

STARTS CHRISTMAS- v;;.
;
service .soon

.

Say

.

•

'

' !

>!.' •(

:

*J

The Western UhlOfl Telegraph Co.
some years ago inaugurated a service

to'

stock

complete, with baskets, teauti-

is

holly

wreaths.

.

FRESH CUT FLOWERS
Come in and make your
Xmas delivery.

selection

Twelfth

St. Floral
Home of Quality
Phono

PLUIM

now

lor

Shop

1501

H

JIZENGA

ft

<:

V

'

?

women

which every

ful gifts,

the Western Union, L. A. L-uch, received the order announcing Jiat the
service will again be extended patrons. This means that money can
be left at any Western Union office
and paid for as a message and the
money will be held at the receiving
station until Christmas morning
when it will be delivered by a special messenger to the person to
whom it is addressed. This money is
paid by a draft and is delivered to
the recipient by reliable uniformed
messenger.
In one style of message, the bare
words necessaryfor delivery and an
extensionof the compliments cf the
season are given, and in another
form a few words of greeting may
be given in a short appended mes-

and smaller Jerusalem cherries and double

1. *.

Only 14 more Shopping Days before Christmas.
*
.
• . /• 4
We just want to suggest a few good and very use-

money as a Christmas gift, to do so.
Each succeeding year the receipts
from this service have been increasing, indicating a steady growth in
the demand for the service.
This year the Holland manager of

ful ferns, cyclamen, primroses, and large

.tS

SWOP EARLY!

'

ble for those who wisned to send

^

1

Uh*.'

the public dur.ng the Christ-

mas season which was known as the
Paxmas service. This made it possi-

Aur

«.

.

will appreciate.

WE OFFER FOUR SPECIAL ARTICLES:
No.l

A

No. 2

pair of Silk or Wool

Phoenix Hose that

mileage they

time about

may

cape or cloth gloves, cither in
wrist, two clasp or gauntlet,

will wear put; but they take
their

pair of Gloves. You

have them in any style in kid,

and

purse and fit the ankle
satisfy you for

A

fit the

strap wrist or elbow length.

it.

sage.

CANNOT USE
1923 AUTO LICENSE
BEFORE JAN.

Model Drug Store
Cor. River and Eighth St.

HOLLAND,

No. 4
No.

Exclusive Agent for
Gonkeys Poultry

girl

See our Beautiful assortment of Christ-

We

*7/

pays

to trade at the

Model.

ed

up. Where

certificate of

a gift that every wo-

is

men needs and cannot

get

along without. We have just
what you want in these nice
new Petticoats in every shade
and size.

that
gift.

will be very glad to have you

then you will be

come in and
and

more than pleased with cur show-

ing.

FRENCH CLOAK STORE

i

j

very good

indeed

a X-mas. This

look over these articles. Compare their value

"if the certificate* of title has been
erased or changed in any of these
details,” says Sec. Deland, "the certificate of title is of no value therefore* should be cancelled and holder will be* requiredto make application for a new certificateof title and
pay the fee of $1.”
To the branch managers, the secretary d reel.-, "And you will p.ck up
and send in the certificateof title
the sam" ai if it were maue out
wrong You will find this to be
common practice, many people hav
ing erased and made their certificates
of t tie to suit their convenience.All
cf these are void and are to be pick

Sets, White Ivory
and Candies.

a

article

not give her a nice

Petticoat for

These range in price from
98c. to $5.50.

requirement.

mas Perfumes, Writing Paper, Toilet

wants and an

makes

state, relative to liceuae p.atfc*.
Tr.e secretary of state rules that
the name oi the persons applyingfor
tr.e application for license must be
same as on the certificate oi title ana
that the make of car, siyie of body,
engine number and serial number, if
there is a serial nunuer, must correspond There is no exception to this

Remedies.

Why

A pair of Pettibockers in
any shade or any quality.
Something every women or

It is not legal to drive motor vehicles upon me public nignwys ox
the state equipped with lu23 auto
licenses before January 1, Cnas. J.
Deland, secretaryof me state, emphatically points out in a statement
receiveu oy Kicnard Uverweg ana tne
other branon managers about the

MICHIGAN

3

1

36 East

title*

Street

EJieTxttL

v “

presented agrees with license nppli-

name of applicant only, re
quire applicant to send both applications for title and license plates to
catiofi in

If

Lansing.”

you “Think Too Long”-

The

BOUT making a

Will, you will belong to the
ninety five per cent, who die before they
get to it. Your family is entitledto the protection

A

of a Will-

Some men

will strive, struggle,save and sometimes
protect their families, but they seem to
think that death terminates their responsibilities.
A man’s family remains his family until they are all
dead.
steal to

is not so complexl We will be glad to
out with von If you will call or write for
our “Instructicn Form” for making a Will, and fill
that out, you will have made a long step in the right
direction.

Your Will

work

it

Why

not do it today?

secretary also states that his

department has always been troubled
with delay and expense in returning
large bunches of applications for licenses of different kinds, when in a
majority of cases only one application of the bunch is incorrect or in"In the interest of better service
to the public,” Deland continues,
"we ask that you cause applicants
themselves to mail to this department
their applications for licenses other
than those for license plates or the
badges which you may be authorized
to issue. This, of course, does not
apply to applications for title which
must accompany applications for licsfe plates on new cars.
"By complying with the above no
one’s license will be delayed b^cau-.
of errors on another application of
which they know and care nothing.
The department will also have advantage of dealing directly with the
applicantin case of error.
"You will readily see how this will
work out. For example, we receive
from a branch manager 40 applications of different character,

Company in Michigan

"Oldest Trust

THE
MichiganTrost
^

OTVUPATMY

Grand Rapid*, Michigan

WE EXTEND TO OUR PATRONS

A

Merry Christmas

and Happy New Year

BEACH MILLING

CO.

Manufacturersof

OLDFIELD

complete.

some

CORD TIRES
i 8,000 Miles Guarantee
A Solid Car'cEd

WONDER FLOUR

The
we

fact that

Dealers

Seed and

IL

in

Mill Stuff

we bought

are able to sell

First fully

a solid

at so low a

price. EVERY TIRE

is

GUARANTEED to

x

999

-

FABK ICS
SO.

30x3
32x3

Christmas seals were placed in the
hands of the school children Friday,
and from now on until Christmasthe
young salesmen and salesladies will
be very busy trying out for one of
the prizes offered by the Civic Health
committee of the W. L C., in charge
of the sale in Holland. Every pupil
selling 60 or more seals will receive
a bangle; 300 or more, a subscription

TUBES

TIRES
$

1-2
1-2

11.

15

$17.40

31x4

$20.05

32x4
33x4

$22. 10

_

$22.80
$23.40
$28.50
$35.65

34x4
32x4 1-2

33x5

$1.45
$1.90
$2.50
$2.65
$2 70
$2.85

$3.40
$4.20

or

more, a book; 750 or more a Rugby
ball. The school selling the largest
number will received a picture for
the rest-room.
The Civic Health committee made
the rounds of the business places this
week The quota for Holland is 80,U00, ^hich means approximatelyfive
- entf per capital.The work is in
charge of Mrs. A. Smeenge and Mrs.
E. J. Blekkink.

..

...

92

S7.82

-

OLDFIELD CORDS

CHILDREN RECEIVE
CHRISTMAS SEALS

....

be

factory guarantee.

30x3 1-2

..... l,...

.

_

iA

a-

-3*

a

.x

i

S
A-l =

carload of these tires is the ore ard only reason that

OLDFIELD
30 3

SIZE

"The Young Crusader;” 500

them

covered by the

service.”

to

Unhsard-of-Prices

of

which have come to him through a
notary public,and all reach here under one cover. Out of this bunch of
40, maybe one is in error as to fee.
signature or something else. We ar?
compelled to either return everything
to you for correction, or hold here in
our files, the other 39 applications of
whatever nature they may be until
the single one can be returned to you
and from you passed on to possibly
a notary public,who is some distance
away, thereby delaying everyone
who in perfect good faith and with
the expectationof prompt service,
has had his applications sent in here.
"Our desire is, in the first place, to
reduce the errors, or the cause for
errors, to the minimum and thereby
avoid confusionand unnecessary delays which is most cases, are a gross
injustice to the people who expect
and have a right to expect, prompt

i

LITTLE

at

i

-

a

.

.

.....

\

4 *• v
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MAROON AND
ZEELAND POULTRY
ORANGE TELLS OF
MEN TO HOLD A
FREE SHOW
PRINTING PLANT

CHARLES SAMSON, M.
Lady With Large Acquaintance
Cite.

D.

Phona 1795

who is employed in a ready to wear de
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat, and Headpartment or who is dressmakingcan be
ache
The Zeeland Poultry show will be come established in her own buMiuas
The following is taken from the
GLASSES FITTED
held in the Uareman & Wagnaar hall, and create a worth while income withi Maroon and Orange published every
December
28,
29,
30,
and
Jan.
1.
Office
Iloursc
— 9:30 to 12 A. M,
two weeks by the high school puout competition. We will send you
The premium list, a booklet of 40
:30 to 6 P. M.
happy
pils.
from fifteen to fifty new style dresses
j “In order that Holland High pages, has just been issued. The suitablefor all occasions,every month;
Saturday
evenings
7:30 to 9
you can make your
premium list includes a large number
i school may be the best in the state,
constantly
exchanging
unsold
models1
of
silver
loving
cups
as
pnxes
to
be
daughter, wife or sweetit is necessaryto offer a good course
Office 11 Eait Eighth Straet
won in the several competitive for new styles.
| in printing,” stated Mr. Robert
(O’Leary Bldg.)
heart by giving her this
Applicantswho cannot give bank
Evans, the new printing teacher. Mr. shows, one being a large cup first en* ^
Michigan
Wrist
j Evans said that experience gained in
nw.Umen and wo^by IT DeTie^on reference, will not be cohered.
Watch.
newspaper work is wonderful, and
DK. A. LEBNHOUTtt
a best display of any one variety in
PEGGY O’NEIL
j that any person who wishes to be
EYE,
EAR,
NOBE AND THROAT
It has an 18-karat solid white
the Utility Class. The Silver loving
Creator of Popular Priced, High Ciaas
thoroughly educated should have at
8PB0IALIBT
cup that has been in the Zeeland show
gold case, handsomely carved.
least a year’s experiencein this line.
Draaaaa
VANDER VEEN BLOOK, OVER WOOLlongest is one offered by the Zeeland
The movement is 17 -Jewel
! The main reason for offering thq
WORTH'S
Record Co. It was offered eight 29 Waat 35th
Naw
York
City
and is guaranteedboth by
! course in printing and establishing
years agd by the Zeeland Record
OFFICE KOURfl
!
the
printing
outfit
is
not
alone
for
the makers and by us to be
lor the best pen of Barred Rocks
9 vo 11 a. m.; 2 to 6 p. m. E/cniDg^
j those students who intend to take up
accurate and dependable in
and must be won at three competiTuea. and Bata^ 7:30 to 9.
* printing as a trade; but the things
tions before it becomes the property
every respect
learned in prirtting will prove very of the winner. The cup has in the
valuable to all students. “Although past been won by Alwin De Pree, W.
Dr. E. J. Hanes
FIRE COMPENSATION LIFE O • t a p a t h i
not every one of us can be producers
D. Van Loo, C. J. De Roster, Jas. J.
P h y a ic ia *
of printing, #very single one of us De Roster and twice by A. S. Moore,
Residence Phone 1996
are consumers of printing,” and Mr.
HEALTH ACCIDENT AUTOMOBILE 34 W. 8th St. Citz. Office Phore 1768
and George Caball. It is very probEvans declared that we should con- able that this will be the last year
Office 1 ring, residence2 rings.
6 f.Bth.Sl.Phone 2120 HOllAND.MICH,
sume the right kind of printing.
it is offered before becoming the perCitz. Phono 1766
Wt h«ve a complete aelecdon
At $60.00
Now let us introduce the man who manent possession of an exhibitor.
of LADY MAXIM Watcha in
and By Appointment
has said this. We are very glad to All cups must be won three times
FARM BARGAIN
this watch representsunusuityle*and shape*. Price*
welcome
Mr.
Evans
as a member of at a Zeeland show before becoming
ally good value.
uom $2u00 upwards.
A good farm of 170 acres located
the H. H. S. faculty and feel very for the possession of an exhibitor. BeDr.J.Otunate to have him as our teacher in sides the more than two dozen loving south west of Nashville, on trunk
DENTIST
printing. Mr. Evans was bom in cups offered as prizes, there are line M-79, on main road to Battle
Coldwater, Michigan, graduated from many sweepstakesof cash prizes and Creek in one of the best farming
Phone
sections of Barry county. Natural
High School in 1903, at the age of useful articles.
8:30 to
64604
3 Stores
16. He obtained his Master of Arts
A new departure, this year’s poul- clover land, clay loam, level to :30 to 5 P. M.
slightly
rolling,
about
135
acres
undegree from Albion, and has partial- try show will be “admission free,”
508-9 Widdicomb Building
IONIA
ly completed his work at Michigan and everyone is not only invited but der plow, about 12 acres good timber,
the
balance
pasture
with
about
Grand Rapids, Mich.
towards his Doctor’s Degree. He has urged to come and view the exhibits
_ _______
been in newspaper work for 20 years, The show is not held for the purpose 33 acres fine wheat. Full set of
buildingsincluding good residence,
I at one time publishinga paper in
of raising funds for the association
riA'MllKKN AND HOOKKRB
Jamestown, Penn., and has been a but is held with the sole purpose of barn 40x70 with full basement built
in 1920, hog house, tool house, hen | rYLElt VAN LANDEGEND, Dealer
> printer his whole life. He has been interesting everyone in poultry, the
»•••••
house, well house, granary, corn in Windmills,Gasoline Engine*.
' in Holland about five years, and is
interests in which in Zeeland will be
at present professor of physics at stupendous within the next few crib, etc., and well fences. School
house half and church one mile disHope College.
years.
tant. The property is assessed at
Mr. Evans is starting right in to
slightlyless man $70 an acre. I will
9614 — Exp. Dec. 23
teach the boys how to set type. The ZEELAND CONGREGATION
sell it for $65 an acre, a price less STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Proprinting room is fully equipped, havIS SOON TO OCCUPY
assessed at. I have other farm bate Court for the County of Oting a large Chandler and Price press,
NEW CHURCH than
lands here to see to and wish less tawa.
12x17 with electricspeed motor; six
congreThe Third Chr. Reformed con
At a session of said court, held at
case stands, 50 fonts of type, an ex- cation’s new church building in Zee- responsibility. I will well for $3500
ceptionally fine proof press, paper land has already advanced to the down on land contract 'or $5000, or the probate office,in the City of
cutter, stapler, Hamilton impression stage where services are soon to be more down with mortgage for bal- Grand Haven, in said county, on the
stone
and cabinet, and many other held there. It is proposed to hold ance. Interest at 5% with time to 4th day of December A. D. 1922.
.
Present:Hon. James J. Danhof,
articlese that go to make a printingthe Sunday services in the basement suit purchaser. Not for sale after
and all the equiproom complete; , and
new structure while the main Dec. 31st. Come and look it over. Judge of Probate.
OLEOMARGARINE
In the Matter of the Estate of
ment is the very best. Several stu- auditorium is being completed.The E. Lubhauser, Nashville, Mich.
TMi Nucoa Pyrrm Com Wff
Grac* WtWon, Deceased
dents are taking advantage of the basement rooms are now being preLynn
H. Wilson having filed in
opportunityoffered to enroll in one pared so that it is hoped to occupy
International real estate organizaw«oo\>c-\
to co»a*\» vrrm
of Mr. Evans’ classes.
them early in January, if not soon- tion, established 20 years with sales said court his petition praving that
k
» S
er. The lathing is now being done $20,000,000annually desires man of said court adjudicateand determine
Henry Fisher, a young lady of 14 and the plastering will follow soon. force and unquestioned integrity to who were at the time of her death
years, died of diphtheria at Spring The olfi church propertyon Centen- list for sale and show real estate the legal heirs of said deceased and
Lake. Rev. Henry Vruwink of Grand nial street has been sold and must around Holland. Buyers secured entitled to inherit the real estate of
be delivered January 1st, which will through extensiveadvertising and which said deceased died seized.
Haven officiated at the funeral.
that
Butter
It is Ordered, that the
numerous big city branches. Splenprobably be done.
8th Day of January A. D. 1923
did opportunityfor insurance man,
A marriage license was issued in
The Zeeland Literary club has an- machinery salesman or farmer. It at ten o'clock in the forenoon at aaid
Grand Rapids to Gerrit Tiesenga of
Byron Center and Elizabeth De nounced December 21 as the day for means $3000 to $7500 yearly to probate office be and is hereby apits baby show. A b/g Christmas tree right man. State all qualificationsin pointed for hearing said petition;
Young of Hudsonville.
It is futher ordered, that public
has been trimemd for the ocacsion first letter. E. A. Strout Farm
and on it will be found presents for Agency, Ford Bfdg., Detroit, Mich. notice thereof be given by publicaMrs. G. J. Van Duren announced th° babi"' from the smallest to the 2t
tion of a copy of this order, for
Friday that an additional $5 has been nMest Thirty children will smg
three successiveweeks previous to
sent in from the West Michigan Fur- r^ristm’’- carols under the lendersaid day of hearing in the Holland
NOTICE.
niture factory for the Red Cross.
City News a newspaper printed and
of M;ss Schiutt.
.
Notice to the taxpayersof Holland circulated in said county.
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Township — From Dec. 10th until Jan.
10th I will by at the following places
to collect taxes: Every Tue., Wed.
and Sat. at Holland City State Bank.

JAMES

—

A

Every Thursday at the

y// 1

debts.

mortgage sale
Default having beeq made in the
conditions of
certain mortgage
made by Henry Kruythoff and Minnie Kruythoffto Zeeland State bank
dated January 30, 1913 A. D. and
recordedin the office of the Register
of Deeds for Ottawa County, Michi
gan, on February 17, A. D. 1913, in
Liber 107 of Mortgages on page 90
which mortgage was assumea by
James Farrell and Florence Farrell
by the terms of a Warranty Deed
recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County
Michigan,on July 15, A. D. 1921,
Liber 187 of Deeds, page 212. on
which mortgage there is claimed
be due at the date of this notice for
Principaland Interest the sum of
$221.60, and an attorneyfee of $25
as provided for in said mortgage,
and no suit or proceedingsat law
having been institutedto recover the
moneys secured, by said mortgage, or
any part thereof,

a

Will bring any st)le

Brunswick into your
this Christmas.

It will

bring All Year

happiness to All the
Family.
Only

a

few days

left

make your selection
—you can have it delivered at once or we
to

will gladly

you

till

Some

hold

it for

Christmas.
gifts last a day.

Others a month
of

gift

a Brunswick will

live

through the years.

A Few Christmas Specials

md

a license to sell the interest of
said estate in said real estate should
not be granted;
It is Further Ordered, that public
notice thereof be given by publication
of a copy of this order for three
successive weeks previous to said
day of hearing in the Holland City

News, a newspaper printed and circulated in said county.
JAMES J. DANHOF,
A true copy-— Judge of Probate
Cora Vande Water.
Register of Probate.

Expires,Dec 23, — 6564

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The

Robert T. Werehem, Minor
at the front door of the Courthouse
in the city of Grand Haven, Michi- Mary J. Wareham Anderson having
gan, that being the place where the filed in said court her petition,prayCircuit Court for the County of Ot- ing for license to sell the interest of
tawa is held, sell at public auction to said, estate in certain real estate
the highest bidder, the premises de- therein describer for the purpose of
2- — _
scribed-in said mortgage, -or- so much distribution.It is ordered, That? the
thereof as may be necessaryto pay
2nd day of January A. D. 1923
the amount so as aforesaid due on
said mortgage, with six per cent in- at ten o’clock In the forenoon at
i terest and all legal costs, together said probate office be and is hereby
appointed for hearing said petition,
with said Attorney fee, to-wit:
The North one-half (NMi) of the and that all persons interested in
Southwest quarter (SW*4) of Sec. said estate appear before said court,
twenty-five(25) in Township Six at said time and place, to show cause
(6) north of Range Sixteen (16) why a license to sell the interest of
West, containingeighty (80) acres said estate in said real estate should
of land, more or less, the right of not be granted;
It is Further Ordered, that public
way on the North and South Quarter line of about one-half acre (Mi) notice thereof be given by publication
acre being excepted; all situated in of a copy of this order for three
the Township of Olive, County of Ot- successive weeks previous to said
day of hearing in the Holland City
tawa and^State of Michigan.
News, a newspaper printed and cirDated: November 17, 1922.
culated in said county.
ZEELAND STATE BANK,

Violins

$7.50

why

Probate court for the county of Ottawa.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, At a session of said Court, held at
that by virtue of the power of sale the Probate Office in the city of
containedin said mortgage, and the Grand Haven in said county on the
Statute in such case made and pro- 27th day of November A. D. 1922.
vided, on Monday the 19th day of Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
February A. D. 1923 at 9 o’clock in Judge of Probate.
the forenoon, the undersigned will, In the Matter of the Estate of

or two.

But the supreme

That the
2nd day of January A. D. 1923
at ten o’clock in the forenoon at
said probate office be and is hereby
appointed for hearing said petition,
and that all persons interested in
said estate appear before wid court,
at said time and place, to show cause
It is ordered,

Exp. Feb. 18, ’23

i

home

‘

estate in certain real estate therein
described for the purpose of paying

'/A
y/Zy

DANHOF,

Zeeland
State Bank. Friday’sat home and
Expire* Dec. 23—7608
Monday, Jan. 8th at Harrington’s
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The ProNorth Side Store.
Henry Van Doormk,
bate court for the county of Ottawa.
Holland Township Treas.
At a session of said Court, held at
2 Wks.
the Probate Office in the city of
Grand Haven in said county on the
28th day of November A. D. 1922.
Present: Hon. James J* Danhof,
Engineering Service Compmy
Judge of Probate.
311 Union Nat. Bank Bldg.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Johanna Baat, Deceaacd
Civil Engineeringand Surveying
Frank M. Palmer having filed in
M. M. BUCK
in said court his petition praying for
license to sell tne interest of said
Phona 2524 Muakegon, Mich.

M

Only $5

r-A

J.

true copy
Judge of Probate
Cora Vande Water,
Register of Probate.

up.

l

A $375. Mahogany piano
A New Willard
A $150.

(slightly used)

Piano, Golden

Victrola,

A $140. Columbia Mahogany

Pr

285.00

Oak

Brown Mahogany

$260.00

[slightly used]

[just like

new]

125.00
100.00

Nusic Bags & Rolls
75c. and op.

aim's Music House
Nouth Organs

Holland, Mich.
19 East 8th Street

25c. and up.

Phone 1582

JAMES

Mortgagee.

J

Robinson

&

Denllerder,

Mortgagee,
Holland, Michigan.

A ttys, for

A

true copy

—

J.‘

DANHOF.

Judge of Probate

Cora Vande Water.
Register of Probate.
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NAVIGATION TO

CLOSE ON

NUT

THURSDAY NIGHT
Navigationon the Graham & Morton run between Holland and Chicago
Ai.j.'-dnyovon-

Y>*li

nlng when the last vessel of the season will steam out ol Uie harbor. Alter that the “City of Grand Rapids'’

The concern which is to occupy the
oUuding had receivedmany Ualier...g uuers from uihur ciLei. io have
.he inst.tutionmoved, but apparently
wi«ua itaveiiha» gripped ine oppor•uu purcufeMiu .ne much lor
*..e twin ox iFU.bUU. Tbe city of
urand Haven is up against the same
proposition that has been facing
oihur towns. Holland not an excep1

j

tion.

.*

Make, this a"

Warm

Friend's” Christmas

&

j

The paying of bonuses to

factory
will be laid up in winter quarters for institutionsfor the purpose of comthe winter. There will be three more ng to a city is all wrong. The voting
tripe out of Holland this season, Sun- of bonus money under the guise of
buying a little two by four park for
day, Tuesday and Thursday night.

Navigation has continued much
later this year than has ever before
been the case in the history of the
Graham 4 Morton company. There
was plenty of business all the time
and there would probably be plenty
all winter if it were possible to get
into the harbor. But ice is forming
on the lake and the G. 4 M. steamer
was compelled to cut through some
five inchee of it when it went out of
the harbor Friday night. It is supposed that the ice wUl soon be so
thick that it will be imposs.bleto

m

DEPENDABLE AS

1

:

j

A

WATCH DOG

!

$50,000.00and then have somebody
donate the ground and divert the
idU.UUO to sugar up factory instituxious to come to your c.ty, is both
.egallyand morally
Holland has done it. Nearly every city boa done it. Competitionfor
new industries to a city through the
oonus route brings such a condition
'

1

wrong.

i

about.

uiand Haven has no bonus system,
io the burdens again fall upon the
few who everlastingly are the same
ie./. which is also
Holland has landed some good facbreak through
...
With the closing of navigation will tories through the bonus system, but
also come the close of the coast let us not speak of the number of
guard season, at least for all prac- failures that might be mentioned
tical purposes. The station will re- No one can be blamed for this but
main officially open until midnight as a natural sequence good and wellthe last day of the year and the men established factories can’t afford to
will have their regular drill work, move from one town to another for
but there will be little practicalwork the sake of a paltry little bonus.
The other kind are failures from
left.
The station will this year be closed :he go in and naturally grab at every
2 months, men being required to be financial straw in sight, and by virback on duty the first day of next toe Of this fact start out with a poor

it

uniair.

|

1

!

!

j

;

March. Some of the men will remain beginningwherever they may locate.
No- one begrudges the bonus that
at Macatawa during the winter, the
annual vacation havin'* become so Holland has paid out, and every one
short that it is hardly worth while thanks the men who have given their
to move to eom. other pl.ee to
‘^‘Cey?

epend

^

;

1

!

I

|

the winter.
The coast guard season h«s been that the bonus method is all wrong.
However Holland had to follow
a comparativelyqniet one the past
summer. There have been no great other cities in the practice if it was
disasters and the 1o*s of life by to get its share, but it seems that
drowongs
LeVe ’nd iJike since Holland has had no bonus for'
Michigan near this port has been the past few years, that its indus| trial growth has been phenomenal
small.
1 and this has been largely due to the
I internal growth of our industriesand
WOITT.DN’T
1 the fact that Holland is a wonder,
I ful town in which to live and
in
' which
-a factory.
|

1

1

in

1

'

1

|

AUDIENCE

i

GET UP AFTER
LAST NUMBER

1

'

Amor.£ ‘.a a factories that have
made some rapid strides and have

That the Grand Rapids Civic Or-'
chestra ol 6U piece* maue a hit on
Friday evening with tneir musical
program is putting it mildly.
.because ox me pageum. aud other
pre-Christmasdoings me auditorium
was only three quarters hiled but
those who were present received the
treat of their lives which their appreciative applause could not heip
bmt -indicate; in fact after the last
number Rad been played which happened. to be Tannhauser’s March by
Wager, the patrons simply would not
get out of their seats, but kept on
applauding, for at least three minu-

'

<

grown to wonderful proportions are
some of our bonused factories. Therefore from that stanapointHolland
has not been the loser.
It seems that during the past ten
years, bonusing factories have rather
gone out of style, and possibly it’s a
good thing.
To us it has always seemed rather
unfair to pioneer enterprisesthat
have been good going* and growing
roncems; that have gone all through
tb° hardships of establishing themselves; have been the mainstays in
lu lling up the city for years; were
uit* lack-bone of the wage earners
before bonuses were thought of; that
these firms should be called upon to
help finance strangers who have contributed nothing up to the time of
their coming, and are given a valuable boost before they start
Anyway Holland has $ great deal
to be thankful for and today can
show the best list of diversifiedindustries running full time anywhere

!

j

i

;

i

1

j

j

tes.

i

Director Ottokar Malek had bowed
.*himsalf t,ut, the large orchestra got

1

,

J&Kid

bowed and bowed again, but
was of no use, Wagner’s great
composition had to be played over

off.

I

j

.aijain.

Every number was greeted with
^prolongedapplause and Miss Constance Duin who played the violin in the state.
obligato with Prelude to “Deluge” by
Sait-Saene received an ovation.
The big game of the basket ball
In tbe orchestra is found the best
Reason will be the contest against
talent in the city of Grand Rapids
Holland High which is slated to be
and many ladies are members of the pulled off in the Grand Haven gym in
.

d

organization.

the early part of January. Holland
beat the Grand Haven team 21 to 6
last season and the Havenites’ six
points were all free throws by Campbell Den Herder and DeKiep are veterans Irom
from that five and will no
joabt pilt in extra work in order that

•

Conspicuousamong them was Prof.
Weed of Holland, who is 80 years
old and who has been having under
his tutalage Harvey Fairbanksof this
city, the most talented violinist HoijMdha^ever taown^and wlmis now
in the East finishing

the stigma
Tribune.

.great masters.

Wallace Van Putten, son of Mar*
inns Van Patten, formerly of Holland, How of Grand Rapids, who is
..an expert trombonist, was also con:apicaons in the orchestra.
Mr. Malek sorely is a wonderful
idirectorand it is hoped that the organisation will come back to Holland at some date in the near future
when fhere are not so many other
things doing.
The orchestra came under the auspices of the Alumni association of
the School for Christian Instruction,

;

who deserve credit for

bringing

such an organizationto this

city..

may

be

erased.

—

G.

.4
%

|
|
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The Holland Furnace

is

indeed: "The Heart of the

Home.”
reliance

The great popularity of the Holland Furnace is founded on the
that is putin its permanent economy, its extraordinaryconvenience,

theHomeComfortGuarantee

of the LARGEST INSTALLERS OF FURNACES

IN

THE

and

WORLD

Holland Furnaces

Make Warm Friends

1

i? ^
il

VJt/FS

j

i^wgragri j

and DORNBOS

For the past two months Grand
Haven has been having its difficulties
keeping a concern in the city that
has been trying to move away.
Certain land and buildings were
required to hold the factory in the
city.

Bildmore block used by Grand Haven Board of Education for a school
until the new high school was com-

The Greatest Furniture Sale

InlheHistory Of This Store
PLEASE SHOP EARLY!

pleted.

The Chamber of Commerce found
considerabledifficultyin financing
tbe enterprise altho many liberal donations were received from citizens.
Almost giving np after all means had

been exhausted they put through a
minute deal in which they received the co-operation of the Board of
Education, and the building in question bas been saved to the city for
factory purpose*
The firm to go into it immediately
will remodel the building and add another strnetnre 60x90 feet. The
building proper as it stands today is
130x184 feet
Tbe building was also an elephant
on the hands of tbe Board of Education as vandals had been damaging
last

<

taking that was lying

loose,
breakingtbe windows, and doing othit,

«r damages.

•]

|
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GRAND HAVEN HAS
ITS TROUBLES HOLDING A FACTORY

Although the name of the concern
has never been made known it seems
to be an enterprise that has done
well for Grand Haven and needs
room lor expansion.
The upshot of the whole thing is
that some months ago the Chamber
of Commerce got busy to finance a
project to buy what is called the

i

HOLLAND FURNACE COMPANY.

H.

DF

i

It’s to

your Advantage to do so

Our store is filled with most beautiful Xmas gifts, all plainly marked
at greatly Educed prices. Space does not permit us to mention all the bargains but Wherever Else You Shop, Don't Fail to Visit our Store.
as possible-now,
if convenient! You’ll get better service, better selections and be better satisfied in every way.
Our fine line of gift suggestionsis now complete to the letter. Shop now! Buy now!
Here’s a piece of unselfish advice: do

all

your Christmas shopping as early

DE VRIES-DORMBOS
THE HOME OF GOOD FURNITURE

